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ABSTRACT

Theoretical and Computational Investigations into

the Nanomechanics and Growth of Low

Dimensional Materials

by

Nitant Gupta

This thesis presents research that has been driven towards the exploration and
exploitation of the fundamental inter-atomic interactions in low-dimensional crys-
talline materials like nanotubes and graphene. A special focus has been maintained
on understanding their mechanical behavior which is directly related to the strength
of these interactions as well as their structural arrangement. Thus, allowing one to
explain not only their high strength but also their fatigue behavior. Another impor-
tant aspect about these interactions is how they can be manipulated to synthesize
materials with high crystallinity or with purposeful ordering of defects. This led to
the investigation of strategies that, for example, allow growth of infinitely large sin-
gle crystals of graphene, which are virtually defect free. On the other hand, if the
growth substrate is allowed to curve controllably, the work showed how defects can
be created in a deterministic way. Therefore, a key aspect of the research presented
in this thesis has been to understand the structure-property correlations, which affect
the nanomechanics and growth of these materials.



Preface

This thesis is organized into three parts which touch upon the subjects of nanome-
chanics of nanotube assemblies, mechanics of carbon fibers and growth of 2D nanoma-
terials, respectively. The inspiration for my current specialization originated during
my work on the mechanics of graphitic carbon fibers as described in Chapter 4 in
Part II (also [1]), where the existence of the novel “D-loop” defect was proposed, that
form due to the highly probable misfusion events during poly-acrylonitrile (PAN) car-
bonization. We postulated that these defects are perhaps one of the primary reasons
why carbon fibers are never as strong as graphene. With this work, I developed a
special interest in carbon, and its wonderful low-dimensional allotropes, which served
as a template material for further exploration of both their nanomechanics (Part I)
and growth (Part III).

My most recent and significant chunk of research work was to study the nanome-
chanics of assemblies of nanotubes, where load-transfer occurs between their overlap-
ping interfaces. In the work described in Chapter 1 (also [2]), we developed a coarse-
grained model which reasonably parameterized the individual mechanics of tubes, and
also modeled the cross-link induced friction between their interfaces. Through the use
of this model, we established a universal scaling relationship between the strength of
nanotube assemblies to their lengths and friction-level and were able to compare our
results with state-of-the-art experimental data, allowing us to further suggest several
key factors for improvement of their strength. In Chapter 2 (also [3]), we explored
the fatigue behavior of individual nanotubes and compared it to the situation when
they are assembled into fibers. Using kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, we established
that an individual nanotube is indefatigable at all ambient working conditions, while
a clear fatigue mechanism of strain ratcheting due to interface slippage is explained in
the case of CNT fibers. In Chapter 3 (also [4]), we employed the coarse-grain model
to understand the effects of liquid crystalline ordering of CNTs into domains, which is
prevalent in CNT fibers. We discovered that such ordering leads to a inverse-diameter
scaling of their strength, akin to the Hall-Petch effect in polycrystalline materials.

I have also spent a significant portion of my time to understand the growth of



2D materials, with special attention attributed to making them into very large single
crystals. In a major collaborative effort, as described in Chapter 7 (also [5]), we
developed a novel method for the roll-to-roll synthesis of monocrystalline graphene
grown by a modified CVD method, which involved localized feedstock deposition
through a nozzle, while maintaining a steady rate of substrate translation. These
conditions establish a competitive environment between several nucleated grains, one
of which having been closely aligned to the growth direction, always “wins” and be-
come the dominant grain that eventually becomes the large monocrystal desired. We
termed this as the evolutionary selection mechanism, which was previously observed
for 3D diamond thin films. In a different direction, owing to the conformal nature of
2D growth, we demonstrated a control over their defect morphology when they are
grown on a curved substrate. In Chapter 5 (also [6]), we show that controlling the
aperture angle of a conical surface influences the tilt angle of long-range grain bound-
aries of 2D triangular crystals. This was followed up by work described in Chapter 6
(also [7]), where strain accumulation due to conformity to surfaces with non-zero
Gaussian curvature was additionally explored. It was found that 2D materials can
be strain tolerant for smoothly varying curved surfaces, but will branch into multiple
grain boundaries once the curvature is increased.

As part of a well-renowned theoretical research group, I have developed advanced
capabilities in conducting independent research which as I understand includes for-
mulation of hypothesis, employing analytical description, design-and-development of
computational models, executing simulations, consolidation-and-academic-writing of
results. I have also successfully collaborated with other researchers from within Rice
university as well as other premier institutes like Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
which has enabled me to be empathetic towards experimental expectations and chal-
lenges.
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Part I

Nanomechanics of Nanotubes and
Their Assemblies

1



Chapter 1

Universal Strength Scaling in
Nanotube Assemblies

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [2].

1.1 Role of CNT Length and Interface Friction in

the Strength of CNT Assemblies

In the area of structural materials, carbon-based nanomaterials still need to “pull
their weight”. Although carbon fibers are remarkably strong, their strength (≃ 1–
10 GPa [8]) does not come close to the purported intrinsic strength of graphene and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (si ≃ 100–150 GPa) measured from short samples exper-
imentally [9], or estimated from theory [10]. Thus, scalability of their mechanical
properties to the meso- and macroscale remains a major challenge that needs to be
overcome. Advancements in experimental synthesis have led to the achievement of
near-macroscale dimensions of both graphene (theoretically reaching infinite length
with evolutionary selection [5]) and CNTs (≃ 0.5 m) [11]. However, having macroscale
dimensions may not be sufficient, since additional “clever” engineering principles may
be needed to utilize their strengths, such as rolling up graphene to have macroscale
width, or turning CNTs into “chain links”, etc. Short of such as-yet unproven realiza-
tions, the other alternative to achieve scalability in strength is to construct assemblies
of some characteristic size, e.g., total length L, in a bottom-up fashion using such
structural nano-elements but of size L ≪ L, and to ensure efficient load transfer
among these nano-elements.

Formally, for pristine infinitely-long CNTs of uniform diameter d one can consider
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CHAPTER 1. STRENGTH SCALING IN NANOTUBE ASSEMBLIES

a bulk phase, a hexagonal close-packed tubular lattice, or “CNT-crystal”, with well-
understood basic structural and mechanical properties [12]. The use of tubes of
finite length L effectively introduces lattice defects, gaps between the tubes along
the same “thread” longitudinally (with concentration ∼ d−2L−1). The strength s
of a bundle, made of shorter CNTs [13] is dramatically reduced compared to the
intrinsic strength of an individual CNT, s ≪ si, as load needs to be transferred
along the weak interfaces, with primarily van der Waals (vdW) coupling, between
neighbor tubes. Thus, the improvement of strength in CNT assemblies translates into
strengthening tube-tube interfaces, which turns out to be a vexing problem: state-
of-the-art spinning strategies have produced CNT fibers with s ∼ 0.1–1 GPa [14–
16]. A stronger interface requires some kind of covalent crosslinking between the
tubes. Crosslinking and even just alterations to the mesoscale structure have shown
to significantly improve the mechanical performance of CNT bundles [17–23]. While
it may be possible to introduce crosslinking in situ during CNT growth [24], post-
processing of nanotube forests through irradiation or functionalization of CNT walls
by substitutional doping have shown to be effective, without impacting much the tube
integrity [25–28].

Functionally, crosslinks should produce friction against axial slippage of tubes.
When the bundle is under shear, the crosslinks behave like loaded springs, producing
proportional friction until they break brittlely. However, depending on their chemistry
and the chemistry of the environment, it is possible that these crosslinks can recover
by rebonding to the tube. Thus, a given crosslink can participate in several loading-
breaking-rebonding cycles, and on-average, an ensemble of crosslinks can produce a
constant friction force, as the tubes try to slip. On the other hand, if crosslinks are
non-recoverable, the average friction they generate is only static, implying that the
tubes should slip freely once their crosslinks are broken. It is also possible to have
intermediate scenarios, where the recovered crosslinks have less strength or only a
fraction of the crosslinks recover. Thus, the chemistry of these crosslinks governs
the constitutive behavior of the interfaces, an can be broadly categorized into either
having elasto-plastic or brittle behavior (see Supporting Information, Section S4 of [2],
for more details). Previously, it has been shown that C2 dimers have a propensity to
recover under shear [29, 30], and therefore, the elasto-plastic behavior of the interface
is adopted in this work. The frictional force per unit interface length, f , is taken
as a parameter which is directly controlled by the crosslink density on the surface of
CNTs in the bundle.

As will be made clear, the (L, f)-pair represents the main structural and compo-
sitional descriptors of a CNT bundle that govern the load transfer and thereby the
overall bundle strength s. Understanding how s scales with these descriptors and

3



1.2. THE COARSE GRAINED MODEL OF CNT ASSEMBLIES

quantifying such relation is a fundamental prerequisite for closing the aforementioned
gap between si and s. One can obtain qualitative scaling estimates for s already from
dimensional arguments [13]. A quantitative modeling approach, on the other hand,
must incorporate material specifics and be able to explore mesoscale CNT lengths,
L ∼ nm–µm.

Here we use a coarse-grained (CG) model including effective friction that allows
us to hierarchically explore the load transfer starting from an individual CNT-CNT
interface, to that in a representative bundle volume element, and ultimately for a
L ∼ µm-long finite-width bundle composed of tubes with aspect ratio as large as
L/d ∼ 1500. The model allows to quantitatively demonstrate that in the regime
where strength is governed by frictional load transfer the ratio s/fL ∼ 1/d2 is an
invariant with respect to the tube length or interface friction.

1.2 The Coarse Grained Model of CNT Assem-

blies

The proposed model builds on the basic bead-and-spring CG representation of an
individual CNT [31], Figure 1.1a, commonly used for various carbon nanoforms (see
Supporting Information, Section S1 of [2]). A tube is represented by a chain of beads
whose geometry is controlled by harmonic bonds of spring constant k, equilibrium
length r0, and three-bead harmonic angular potential term. The inter-tube vdW
interactions are described by a pairwise (bead-bead) Lennard-Jones potential with a
shifted argument VLJ(r − d). Friction is introduced via a granular-type interaction
potential [32], which enables force exchange between two bead-spheres when they
establish a “contact”. Additionally, tubes can undergo brittle fracture by allowing
any bead-bead bond to break if stretched beyond some threshold strain εb. Without
loss of generality (as long as the CNT maintains its circular cross-section) here we
parameterize the CG model to represent (5,5) armchair CNTs, d ≃ 7 Å. In all cases,
tensile loading is applied under displacement control at a constant rate of 0.1 Å/ps.
The model implementation and all simulations are performed in LAMMPS [33] (see
Methods of [2]; extensive model description is provided in the Supporting Information,
Sections S2, S3 and S7 of [2]).

4



CHAPTER 1. STRENGTH SCALING IN NANOTUBE ASSEMBLIES
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematics of the CG model of a CNT-CNT interface with tube diameter d, tube
length L, interface length l, CG length-scale r0, inter-tube distance a, end-stress σ0 and tube-axis
along z. (b) Plot of stress at the loaded ends σ0 versus relative displacement of loaded ends u. The
gray line is the data from tensile loading simulation when L = 0.5 µm, while the black curve is
its analytical fit. u∗ marks the displacement at maximum stress. Inset shows the surface σ(z;u)
which is the stress along the tube σ(z) for all end-displacements u for the lower tube in (a). values,
marked by triangular symbols, with σ(z) plotted in solid lines (left axis) and the corresponding
interface friction f(z) in dashed lines (right axis). z spans the entire unstrained length L. The
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lines correspond to the data obtained from tensile loading simulation.
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1.3. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF A SINGLE CNT-CNT INTERFACE

1.3 Mechanical Behavior of a Single CNT-CNT

Interface

The problem of load transfer can be posed in the simplest case for an interface between
two pristine CNTs of equal L, coupled solely via vdW interactions (i.e. , f ≡ 0). In
this limit, the stress at the loaded ends σ0, Figure 1.1a, is due to the capillary forces
Fc only, acting on the free tube ends, independent of L or the interface overlap length
l [34]. We note, however, that the coarse-graining itself (introducing a new length-
scale r0) will always result in a corrugated inter-tube interaction of some energy scale
V0, and thereby an interfacial force ∼ (kV0)

1/2 [35, 36]. Here, the choice r0 = 2 Å is
dictated by CG efficiency and the requirement for correct behavior in the capillary
limit, giving Fc ≃ 0.146 nN, well compatible with previously reported values [34, 37],
and stress σc = Fc/A0 ≃ 0.17 GPa, where A0 is the cross-sectional area of the tube
(see Methods of [2], and Supporting Information, Section S5 of [2]). Although, con-
ceptually rather attractive “smooth” inter-tube potentials have been developed, [38,
39] further work needed to introduce friction modeling capability remains beyond the
scope of the present study, although highly desirable.

For non-vanishing friction, the interface displays an ideal elasto-plastic behav-
ior [40]. Representative stress(σ0)-displacement(u) curve is shown in Figure 1.1b for
L = 0.5 µm, and f = 0.01 nN/Å. The critical displacement u∗ ∼ fL2/(Y A0), where
Y is the tube’s Young modulus, at which σ0(u

∗) = fL/A0 is maximal, marks the
transition from an overall elastic to an overall plastic interface. For u < u∗ (elas-
tic interface), σ0 increases due to the elastic loading of the tubes that maintain the
initial full overlap, as all the load is transmitted through the interface. For u ⩾ u∗

(plastic interface), the interface yields and σ0 shows nearly linear strain softening.
Note that for such plastic interface the load transfer through the interface remains
at its maximum, but l shrinks as the tubes slip. In the Supporting Information, Sec-
tion S6 of [2], analytical derivation of this stress-displacement curve is provided with
additional details on the elastic and plastic interfaces.

One can further explore the stress distribution along the entire length of one of the
tubes as u is varied, resulting in a surface σ(z;u) as shown in the inset of Figure 1.1b.
In Figure 1.1c, two representative σ(z)-slices of this surface are displayed, for select
values of u, such that one of each belongs to the elastic and plastic interfaces.

The phenomenological equation for load transfer can thus be written as:

σ0(u)A0 = Fc +

∫ l(u)

0

f(z;u) dz. (1.1)

where f(·) is the interface friction per length. A distinction needs to be made between

6



CHAPTER 1. STRENGTH SCALING IN NANOTUBE ASSEMBLIES

f(·) and f , where the former represents load transfer at position z of the interface,
and the latter is a scalar parameter representing the value of the interface friction as
determined by the crosslink density, which is an intrinsic property of the interface.
Equation 1.1 can thus be solved after noting that l(u < u∗) = L = const for an elastic
interface, and f(z;u ⩾ u∗) = f = const for a plastic interface. Accordingly, as shown
in Figure 1.1c, the stress along the tubes σ(z) can be obtained, with |σ′(z)| ∼ f(z) (for
details, see Supporting Information, Section S6, and also ref [40]). It is evident that
the data obtained through CG simulations (shown in gray in Figure 1.1b,c) matches
well with the analytical results obtained in Supporting Information, Section S6 of [2].

For an elastic interface, the σ(z) profile in Figure 1.1c can be understood within
the shear-lag model [40, 41], and is well captured by our CG model, with a calculated
stress transfer length of λ ≃ 70 nm. If one neglects λ ≪ L, then f(z) becomes
piecewise-linear, and eq 1.1 can be solved to obtain the asymptotics of σ0. For the
elastic interface, at the onset (u ≪ u∗), the tubes act like “parallel springs” and
σ0(u) ∼ 2Y u/L, whereas in approaching u∗, σ ∼ Y u/L, with the stiffness of the
interface thus reducing two-fold. On the other hand, the plastic interface (u > u∗)
undergoes essentially a linear strain softening with σ ∼ −σ0(u∗)u/L.

1.4 Mechanical Behavior of Bulk CNT Fibers

It is interesting now to trace how the shear behavior of an interface translates into
the collective tensile response in the limit case of a large-volume CNT assembly.
As a representative volume element of an ideal “bulk” specimen of the close-packed
CNT bundle we consider the prismatic unit cell of a modified fcc lattice, previously
described in ref [42]. To elaborate, if the tubes are replaced by point-centers, and the
vertical distance (along the tube axes) between the points is scaled to match

√
2/3 a,

then the resulting configuration will exactly match an fcc lattice, with the tube axis
along the [111] direction. The transverse and axial configuration of the tubes in the
prismatic unit cell is shown in the inset in Figure 1.2a and the top-left image. The
3 identical tubes in the unit cell have exactly 18 interfaces. At any given lateral
cross-section of the unit cell, a tube will have either 6 interfaces, or 3 interfaces and 3
gaps. Displacement (or strain) controlled tensile loading of this system is performed
by increasing the unit-cell longitudinal size while allowing the lateral dimensions to
relax.

Representative stress-strain curves for a range of f values are plotted in Fig-
ure 1.2a. The tensile strength of the bundles, s, is determined from maximum stress.
Two regimes can be identified in the tensile response. For weak/moderate friction,
f = 0–0.005 nN/Å, ductile behavior is observed, where strain can become as high as

7



1.4. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF BULK CNT FIBERS
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Figure 1.2: (a) Tensile stress σ versus strain ε for CNT bundle bulk, with L = 0.56 µm, and a
range of f (labels). The dashed line marks the fracture limit 2
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effective interfacial frictional force fL; symbols indicate different f values (legend). The dashed line
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strength σc ≃ 0.45 GPa. The inset shows the same s data versus the tube length L. (c) Scaling
of bundle toughness [symbols identical to (b)]. Top cartoons show snapshots of unit cell at ε = 0
(left), ε ≃ 0.33 (middle) and ε ≃ 0.67 (right). Red marks in the cartoons indicate if one or several
interfaces have completely slipped away.
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ε = 0.67, whereas for high friction, f = 0.01–0.1 nN/Å, the stresses in the constituent
tubes reach their intrinsic strength si, and the bundle fails by brittle fracture. These
are, henceforth, identified as ductile-bulk and brittle-bulk bundles, respectively. Note
that for brittle-bulk bundles, there is an apparent mismatch between si ≃ 78 GPa
and s ≃ 52 GPa. This is due to the stress concentration caused by axial gaps, and the
stress concentration factor Kt in this case can be exactly determined if one considers
the local load sharing model, well known for models describing fibers/composites [43].
Under such model, each broken fiber, redistributes its load to its immediate neigh-
bors, leading to a local enhancement of 1/6. Thus for a lateral cross-section of the
unit cell (cf. Figure 1.2a inset), a tube is surrounded by 3 gaps which leads to
Kbulk

t = 1 + 3× (1/6) = 3/2. Therefore, s = si/K
bulk
t ≡ 2

3
Y εb.

For ductile-bulk bundles, all CNT interfaces are deemed to be elastic when ε ⩽ ε∗,
and lead to straining of tubes, and overall rise in bulk stress σ. Here ε∗ is defined
similar to u∗ for single interface, to be the strain at maximum stress. Upon further
loading beyond ε∗, some of the interfaces become plastic and yield, resulting in relative
slippage of the tubes, while other interfaces remain intact, as shown in the top-middle
cartoon in Figure 1.2. Thus ε ⩽ ε∗ represents an elastic-loading phase, while ε > ε∗

an interface-failure phase.

As the interface-failure phase progresses, at ε ≃ 33 %, some of the plastic interfaces
are reduced to zero, as the tubes have completely slipped away, shown by red markings
in the top-middle cartoon. This happens at a distance of ≃ L/3, because in the initial
geometry of the modified fcc lattice, the interface lengths are either ≃ L/3 or 2L/3.
One can notice that at the cross-section where the plastic interface has reduced to
zero, only 1 tube remains per unit cell, and as a result the load that was carried
by three tubes, is now redistributed to be carried by the remaining 1 tube. This
causes a three-fold decrease in the slope of the σ-ε plot, and appears in the form of
a kink. Subsequently, all the remaining plastic interfaces also slip away as indicated
by red marks in the top-right cartoon of Figure 1.2 at ε ≃ 67 %, resulting in a
discontinuity in the bulk bundle and thus, the bulk stress drops to zero. Here we
note that the kink at ε ≃ 1/3 is purely due to the modified fcc lattice of the CNT
assembly and the fact that only a single unit cell is used in the simulations, which
result in simultaneous loss of several interfaces in all periodic images. One can expect
that if these simulations are carried out for larger super-cells, and more generally, in
the case of bundles with distributed length or disordered gaps, the loss of interfaces
will be more gradual leading to a smoother, albeit non-linear, strain softening.

Figure 1.2a shows only 8 of the 40 different (L, f) combinations that were used to
determine the strength scaling during tensile test simulations by obtaining the peak
stress value s = σ(ε∗), as summarized in Figure 1.2b. A clear linear dependence s ∝ L
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1.5. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF FINITE-WIDTH CNT BUNDLES WITH
LENGTH DISTRIBUTION

for any given f is obtained as seen in the inset; the same linearity holds true also
when L and f are interchanged. Thus, s plotted against the fL-product describes
the entire data set, Figure 1.2b, resulting in a simple universal scaling relation

s(f, L) = min
(
σc + fL/A0, si/K

bulk
t

)
. (1.2)

At small fL (vanishing friction, and/or very short tubes), the force due to capillary
action dominates, setting the lower bound for the bulk strength, σc ≃ 0.45 GPa,
while for intermediate fL-values strength is governed by frictional load transfer. For
values exceeding an ‘optimal’ frictional force scale, viz. fL ≳ F ∗ ≡ siA0/K

bulk
t , the

bulk strength is simply limited by the intrinsic strengths of constituent CNTs. These
three regimes [13], as we will show below, are ubiquitous and describe the behavior
of even more general CNT assemblies.

The toughness of bundles is another key characteristic of their tensile properties
and can be obtained easily by integrating all σ-ε curves up to ε∗, viz. UT =

∫ ε∗
σdε, as

shown in Figure 1.2c. For the present CG model, neglecting the volume of the axial
gaps, the density is estimated from the “CNT-crystal”, ρ ≃ 1.9 g/cm3, which gives
UT ∼ 50–2100 J/g, These values encompass the experimentally reported toughness of
nanotube fibers [44, 45], suggesting that the (L, f) descriptors are sufficient to model
the characteristics of their tensile behavior and lends further credibility to the CG
representation of the bulk. Notably, UT is non-monotonic and peaks at fL ≃ F ∗,
with 2–3-fold enhancement compared to the limit when fL/F ∗ ≫ 1.

1.5 Mechanical Behavior of Finite-Width CNT Bun-

dles With Length Distribution

With the fundamental behavior of strength and toughness of “ideal” bulk bundles
characterized, one must now investigate the practical aspects of realistic CNT assem-
blies. For example, in practice, CNT assemblies are almost never composed of identi-
cal tubes (though, packing of identical-d tubes is realized in coiling of long CNTs [49]).
Therefore, within the proposed CG model, it is straightforward to address the crucial
structural distinction from the ideal bulk bundles (Figure 1.2) considered thus far,
by introducing (i) finite width, and (ii) additionally, considering CNTs of variable L,
assumed to be normally distributed. The former case is, henceforth, referred by “an
identical-L bundle”, while the latter by “a distributed-L bundle”. As a representa-
tive test system, we construct a finite-width bundle (diameter ≃ 7.5 nm, N∅ = 55
tubes per cross-section) of length L = 2 µm, as shown in the inset, Figure 1.3c. This
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Figure 1.3: (a) Representative stress-strain curves for a bundle of identical-length tubes, L =
0.5 µm, at different lateral friction, f = 0 to 0.1 nN/A. (b) The same, but for a bundle of tubes with
normally distributed lengths with mean ⟨L⟩ = 0.5 µm. The ×-marks indicate the breaking of the first
CNT. (c) Strength scaling for finite-diameter (≃ 7.5 nm, inset image) bundles composed of CNTs
with identical L (open symbols), or normally distributed lengths with mean ⟨L⟩ (filled symbols)
and standard deviation shown as horizontal error bars. The dashed line is that in Figure 1.2b.
Horizontal bars indicate experimentally measured s of assemblies of single-walled CNTs [16, 46]
(gray), double-walled CNTs [16] (green), CNT ribbons [47] and films [48] (orange), and cm-long
bundles of end-to-end tubes, L ≡ L (blue). [9] The top dotted line shows the conservative 3

4si
“surface irregularity” estimate, [43] and the shaded strip indicates reduction due to intrinsic point
defects. (d) Toughness for the same bundles as in (c). The legend is common to (c) and (d): bundles
composed of CNTs with identical L (open symbols), and normally distributed lengths with mean
⟨L⟩ (filled symbols).
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1.5. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF FINITE-WIDTH CNT BUNDLES WITH
LENGTH DISTRIBUTION

is designed to accommodate tubes with mean length as large as ⟨L⟩ ∼ 1 µm and
significant length dispersion.

The stress-strain plots for the identical-L and distributed-L bundles are shown
in Figure 1.3a and 1.3b. Similarities with their bulk counterparts can be noticed, as
for example, the f range for ductility is preserved, such that ductile bundle behavior
occurs for f ≲ 0.005 nN/Å, and brittle for f ≳ 0.01 nN/Å. Strain softening is also
observed in ductile bundles for both Figure 1.3a and 1.3b, with the slope of strain
softening increasing with f . However, an overall reduction in strength is observed
for both identical-L and distributed-L bundles for the same fL value. In fact, the
strength of the distributed-L bundles is in general lower than that of the identical-L
bundles. Furthermore, the strain softening behavior is much steeper in all finite-
width bundles and the stress approaches zero much earlier than even ≃ 33% (cf.
Figure 1.2a).

The steepness in strain softening behavior is a consequence of the n-fold increase
in length, where n = L/L. The representative bulk unit cell has only a single tube per
length, which represents identical behavior of all interfaces. However, when there are
n end-to-end tubes in a thread, failure of one of the interfaces quickly dominates, and
causes temporary stress relief at all other interfaces. The bundle thus fails specifically
at that interface, thereby causing an n-fold reduction in failure strain. This depen-
dence of breaking strain on length may suggest that ε∗ ∼ L/L ≪ 1, which means
that all macroscale bundles must always be brittle. However, usually the width of
these bundles is also macroscale, which will cause tubes from the periphery to either
bend inwards or shift to interior positions and fill the gaps created by axial slippage
of the interior tubes, and cause necking of the bundle. This effect should then work
counter to the above mechanism, and may even lead to higher ductility of the bundle.

Figure 1.3c, in principle, summarizes the main findings of this work, and showcases
the universal nature of the scaling relation in eq 1.2, but withKbulk

t replaced with more
general Kt. Cumulatively, for both identical-L and distributed-L bundles, around ≃
70 simulation runs were performed, each employing bundles composed of ≳ 0.5 million
beads. In the case of distributed-L bundles, two of the data points in Figure 1.3c,
with (⟨L⟩, f) = (0.1 µm, 0.001 nN/Å) and (0.1 µm, 0.01 nN/Å), were obtained as
average values over 5 different simulation runs each with different randomizations of
L drawn from a normal distribution with the same ⟨L⟩. As an example, the strength
of these bundles were obtained to be ⟨s⟩ = 0.995± 0.046 GPa and 6.64± 0.37 GPa,
respectively. Due to the small dispersion in these values, the vertical error bars for the
data points are smaller than the symbols size in Figure 1.3c, implying that additional
statistics of these data points is unnecessary.

The overall reduction in strength for the finite width bundles is due to the fact that
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tubes on the periphery are under-coordinated, forming less than 6 interfaces. Due to
this, when a gap is at the bundle surface, as per the local load sharing model, the stress
is redistributed to only m neighbors, where m < 6. This is referred to as a “boundary
irregularity” [43]. For identical-L bundles, the gaps are still ordered, same as bulk,
therefore, the stress concentration due to one (m-coordinated) peripheral gap and
two (6-coordinated) interior gaps can be evaluated to be Kt = 1+ (1/m)+ 2× (1/6).
From the bundle geometry in the inset of Figure 1.3b, m = 3 is the minimum number
of neighbors for the outer-most tubes. Therefore, the maximum stress concentration
is Kt = 5/3, and the overall strength of the brittle identical-L bundles should be
s ≃ si/Kt = 47 GPa, which closely matches the values observed in Figure 1.3c. The
effect of dispersion in L may cause a more drastic reduction in strength, not only due
to the peripheral gaps, but also due to the geometrical variations introduced by the
randomness in length, overlaps and the disorder of gap positions, which can cause
higher, more localized stress concentration. For instance, in the vicinity of two closely
located gaps, the stress concentration increases to Kt ≃ 10/8, since now stress of 2
tubes is unloaded on its immediate neighbors. A large collection of closely located
gaps can even behave like a crack nucleus, leading to very high stress concentration
and either an early interface failure for low f or brittle fracture for high f . This
is a very likely scenario for short-tube bundles, e.g. ⟨L⟩ = 0.03 µm, where the
reduction in strength is the most significant as seen from Figure 1.3c. However, in
cases where the constituent tubes are much longer, e.g., ⟨L⟩ = 1 µm, the probability
of having closely located gaps diminishes considerably, and one may only expect that
maximum stress concentration occurs due to a single peripheral gap (3-coordinated),
to be Kt ≃ 1 + 1/3 = 4/3, lower even than Kbulk

t .

Figure 1.3c is additionally supplemented with experimental data points for strengths
of various CNT assemblies (details in Figure 1.3 caption). However, since these refer-
ences are unable to provide clearly defined (L, f) values, the data points are plotted
as horizontal bars spanning a wide fL range. It is advantageous to note that some
of these experiments do demonstrate an increase of bundle strength with the aspect
ratio of the constituent tubes.[16, 46] We shall take this as indirect evidence of fric-
tional load transfer, because otherwise, with only capillary forces, one cannot explain
the scaling of s with L. It is prudent to mention that for the special case when tubes
that span the two loaded ends of the bundle, i.e. , L ≡ L, the bundle strength is
equal to the tube strength s = si as was achieved recently for cm-long bundles where
strengths as high as ≃ 80 GPa were reported. [9] However, one must distinguish this
case from simply having L → ∞, because the stress concentration due to a gap,
and more importantly a peripheral gap, will always serve as an upper limit to the
strength of a bundle where a tube is not end-to-end, i.e. , s → si/Kt < si. This
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1.6. COARSE GRAIN MODELLING AS A COMPUTATIONAL MICROSCOPE

limit has been identified as the top dotted line in Figure 1.3c. A shaded strip in gray
is also displayed to show how this limit may further be reduced when si is affected
by intrinsic point defects. Finally, in Figure 1.3d, the bundle toughness for all the
finite-width bundles is shown, and the same overall trend as in the bulk is observed,
with no clear enhancement for fL ∼ F ∗ present.

1.6 Coarse Grain Modelling as a Computational
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Figure 1.4: (a) Stress profile inside a distributed-L bundle with ⟨L⟩ = 0.1 µm, standard deviation
of 0.001 µm, and f = 0.1 nN/Å. In the top image, CG beads are color-coded by their stress level.
Stress σ(z) is also plotted for a set of 4 neighboring threads. The inset schematic shows the relative
positions of tubes in the threads, and corresponds to the σ(z) curves by their color. Dashed vertical
lines in the plot mark the z-extents of the top image. Arrows pinpoint the tubes and also match their
z-positions. The right image shows the bundle cross-section at z× = 1.7 µm (also indicated in the top
image). The labels give the approximate stress at each CG bead and gaps are indicated by dashed-
circles. (b) Bundle geometries post failure are shown for the same bundle, but for f = 0.1 nN/Å
(top: brittle) showing fractured tubes, and f = 0.001 nN/Å (bottom: ductile) showing necking
behavior.

One of the advantages of the CG modeling of the bundles is the ability to glance
“under the hood”, and reveal the interplay of interfaces formed by the distributed-L
tubes. In Figure 1.3a, a section ∼ 0.3 µm of a bundle with ⟨L⟩ = 0.1 µm is shown.
Here f = 0.1 nN/Å is chosen to ensure brittle behavior and the bundle is strained
to the point where its first tube fractures. The stresses at the failure cross-section
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z ≡ z× ≃ 1.7 µm are shown on the right for each tube and the stress profiles σ(z) of
four tubes (the fractured tube along with 3 neighbors) are plotted. The near periodic
pattern in the stress profiles is due to the low dispersion of tubes in this example
(standard deviation ≃ 0.001 µm), which leads to tubes of nearly equal L. However,
this bundle is distinct from the previously defined identical-L bundles, as the gaps
are disordered, resulting in asymmetric stress patterns.

One can notice in Figure 1.4a that, firstly, the stress at the ends of any tube
becomes zero, since the bundle is constructed with suspended tubes and load transfer
occurs only through the interface. This is in contrast with what was observed in
Figure 1.1c, where one end in each tube is loaded. Secondly, tubes in immediate
vicinity of a gap experience a rise in stress, which is due to stress redistribution, as
the total force across a cross-section of the bundle is a conserved quantity. Lastly,
the portions of the tubes which are far away from gaps, experience a plateau in the
stress, which is similarly explained by the shear-lag behavior in Figure 1.1c.

The cross-sectional stress map can provide further details, illustrating the mech-
anism of stress concentration in the bundles. The tube with the highest σ(z×) ≃
78 GPa is under-coordinated, with five neighbors, including a gap (dashed circles)
and a pair of very low stress neighbors (≲ 8 GPa, because the cross-section is very
close to their tube ends). Hence, the redistribution of stress causes heightened levels
at this tube. On the other hand, in the region where a large cluster of tubes have
σ(z×) ∼ 50 GPa, the stress is evenly distributed as most of the tubes are at their
stress plateau and more distant from neighbor gaps.

The µm-scale of the simulated bundles allows also capturing the failure geometry
in the two distinct failure modes, interface slip versus tube fracture, as shown in
Figure 1.4b. The top image shows the fracture surfaces of the same nanotube bundle
as in Figure 1.4a, after it underwent brittle failure and where tubes fracture instead
of slipping. No evidence of necking prior to failure is observed for f = 0.1 nN/Å,
indicating that these bundles never experienced interface failure. In the bottom image,
the same bundle clearly shows necking when friction is reduced to f = 0.001 nN/Å.
In this case the tubes at the periphery have slipped and left their lattice positions to
fill the large gaps created by the axial slippage of interior tubes, resulting in a gradual
reduction of bundle diameter. This behavior then can lead to high “ductility” at low
f , and counteract the steepness in the strain softening behavior of Figure 1.3a,b. The
proposed CG model thus can display real tensile behavior, observed in experiment [50,
51], and can serve as a computational “microscope” to probe the mechanical behavior
of nanotubes and their interfaces in large-scale assemblies.
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1.7 Conclusions

In summary, two fundamental descriptors (L,f) have been identified that directly
influence the tensile properties of a nanotube bundle. A universal scaling relationship
for bundle strength has been established such that s ∼ fL which is bounded by the
strength due to the capillary forces on the lower end, and the strength of an individual
nanotube si on the upper end. The universality of these scaling laws far extends
any geometrical perturbations introduced by distribution in tube lengths or their
random positioning, which always reduces to an effective stress concentration factor.
This suggests that general strategies to enhance tube length during growth, either
by enhancing growth rate or growth duration, can improve strength of the bundles
significantly. On the other hand, increase in crosslink density should have a similar
effect. Furthermore, if progress can be made in novel strategies to induce stronger
chemical crosslinks, it could lead to a big boost in s. Notably, previous reports
with sulfur crosslinks exist and have shown such enhancements. [52, 53] Thus, from
experimental perspective, depending on whether the conditions favor control over f
or L or both, multiple pathways of enhancing bundle strength exist.

Another crucial aspect of the tensile response of bundles is the observed strain
softening behavior, which leads to a smooth drop in the applied stress with displace-
ment. This could be potentially useful in their application as load bearing structural
components which are always under tension, such as tension members in trusses, or
reinforcements in high pressure vessels, etc.; due to the ability of the material to
deform significantly and gradually, the failure will not be catastrophic, and the load
will smoothly reduce to zero without producing shock.

As noted earlier, the present model can be tuned to match the “exact” con-
stitutive behavior of the CNT interfaces, and may also be applied to study other
mechanical characteristics of bundle strength like bending behavior [54] or fatigue
life [55]. Additionally, constituent tubes can incorporate defects due to twists, or
terminations, which can further impact strength. The covalent crosslinking itself is
associated with bond rehybridization and the process of introducing crosslinks (e.g.,
via electron irradiation [25, 56]) can result in significant concentration of structural
defects (vacancies or Stone–Wales defects), weakening individual nanotubes. Because
si is a parameter in our model, such effects can be accounted for, e.g., by defining
si for each individual tube in the assembly or, in a mean-field fashion, considering
it as f -dependent, si = si(f). One should note that, from the lattice integrity point
of view, a crosslink introduces an sp3 atom that is a point defect, which diminishes
strength not dramatically but only by 15–20%. [57, 58] Some of these possibilities
will be explored in subsequent publications. Finally, we note, that the present CG
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model can be directly, or with minimal modification, applied to a variety of other low-
density CNT-based assemblies, such as branched nanotube networks, buckypaper, or
CNT-polymer composites.
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Chapter 2

Fatigue in Assemblies of
Indefatigable Nanotubes

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [3].

2.1 Fatigue in Pristine Nanomaterials

Low-dimensional carbon nanomaterials came to prominence largely because of their
remarkable mechanical properties and as potential lower-density replacements of pre-
dominant structural materials like 3D bulk metals and ceramics. Besides strength,
a crucial characteristic of these materials is the fatigue [59], which is often linked
directly to their usable life. Fatigue in 3D bulk materials is closely related to the
propagation and accumulation of structural defects that seem to inadvertently but
inevitably preexist. On the contrary, it is now possible to achieve arbitrarily large
pristine/perfect low-dimensional carbon forms [5]. An important question thus arises
as to how “fatigue” can be defined for a perfect CNT or graphene and what are the
underlying atomistic mechanisms. This remains a challenging problem and only very
recently attempts have been made towards quantitative measurements of individual
CNT [60] and graphene [61, 62]. All credible definitions of materials fatigue ex-
plicitly mention cyclic loading [59], a repeated application of stresses (load-control)
or strains (displacement-control), as a necessary condition for its occurrence. It is
asserted that plasticity must be induced in each cycle, arising from dislocation mo-
tion, and leading to increase in dislocation density along the so-called persistent slip
bands (PSBs) [63]. This then causes strain localization along the PSBs which act as
nucleation sites for microcracks. Subsequently, the opening up of these microcracks
leads to further stress concentration and eventual failure of the material. In fact, ad-
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verse fatigue damage is observed when cyclic loading is fully reversed (i.e., symmetric
cyclic loading), incorporating both tensile and compressive loading during each cycle,
causing irreversible slips and therefore speeding up the process of crack initiation and
propagation [59, 63].

In pristine carbon forms like CNTs, by definition, defects and microcracks are
completely absent, and cannot be formed spontaneously at typical working condi-
tions (T ≲ 1500 K). Moreover, their cyclic loading is restricted to being of only
tensile, unidirectional, because CNTs with their high aspect ratio (L/d) do not sus-
tain compression, and will instead undergo elastic buckling without any structural
damage [64]. Under these circumstances, a single cycle at typical frequencies, e.g.,
∼ 1–1000 Hz, does not provide sufficient time to nucleate a crack or defect, and a
nanotube will remain pristine even after multiple cycles. Due to these limitations,
a pristine nanotube cannot differentiate between cyclic loading and static loading,
both of which are expected to have similar crack/defect nucleation time. It may
be more appropriate to characterize the temporal failure of nanotubes as a form of
“creep” failure. However, the experimental studies on the “fatigue” of pristine carbon
forms [60, 61] do use cyclic loading, and unanimously term the observed failure as
fatigue failure. It is therefore important to clearly stipulate the underlying failure
mechanism and settle this apparent ambiguity.

The strength limits of an individual pristine/ideal CNT and even the dependencies
on CNT helicity and temperature are well understood in theory [65], supported also
by experiment [66]. Despite the remarkable strength of nanotubes, their assemblies
into bundles or fibers remain much weaker [2, 67, 68]. In this context, where the
interfaces between nanotubes have frictional load transfer, the fatigue failure of CNT
assemblies has a completely different meaning. When a fiber is built or assembled out
of such pristine structural components, its behavior is distinctly different from that
of its constituents [69]. Such assembly ↔ constituent property gap is also present in
the response to cyclic tensile loading.

Here we use atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations, in conjunction
with density-functional theory based tight-binding (DFTB) [70] as well as LCBOP
empirical potential [71] calculations, to bridge the inherent time-scale gap in the me-
chanical response of an individual CNT, and a coarse-grained (CG) model of CNT
bundles/ropes to investigate their mechanical behavior upon cyclic tensile loading.
We show that individual pristine CNTs appear indefatigable under typical cyclic
loading conditions, not accumulating internal structural damage; instead, probabilis-
tic mechanical failure occurs via abrupt brittle fracture and therefore cannot be as-
sociated with fatigue. On the contrary, a clear fatigue behavior and mechanism are
identified in CNT bundles leading to the gradual degradation of strength.
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2.2. BRITTLE ROUTE TO CNT FAILURE

CNTs can follow two routes to mechanical failure [65, 72, 73]: (i) a purely brittle
one and (ii) a route with some plastic deformation before nanotube rupture. Both
routes depend on various parameters among which, crucial are the strain, temperature
and the chiral angle. In brief, tensile strain reduces the thermal activation barriers
for breaking the highly strained bonds (closely aligned to the tube axis) and the
barriers for rotation of the highly sheared bonds (aligned near-perpendicular to the
tube axis) [65]. Therefore, zigzag (ZZ) and near-ZZ tubes have lower breaking strain
for brittle failure, while armchair (AC) and near-AC tubes rather fail by plastic
yield. Even if nanotubes undergo cyclic loading, unless either of these mechanisms
are triggered and occur in coherence with the loading frequency, a resulting failure
may not be ascribed to fatigue, as is explored further below.

2.2 Brittle Route to CNT Failure

We consider first the pure brittle route using a pristine (10,0) ZZ nanotube as a
representative example. Upon uniform axial strain ε, the shortest path to complete
nanotube failure is when its bonds are broken in a way that the crack propagates
along the circumference of the tube (normal to the tube axis), in any cross-section.
The smallest possible initial crack for such a path is a single broken C-C bond along
the tube axis, schematically shown in the bottom-inset of Figure 2.1a. To mimic
thermal fluctuations in the strained lattice, the length of such a bond is gradually
increased in small increments of ≃ 0.1–0.2 Å while the remaining lattice is relaxed at a
DFTB level, which is similar to the procedure adopted in reference [74]. This stepwise
elongation is continued even as the neighboring bonds break and eventually leads to
the cleavage of the tube into two disconnected fragments (Figure 2.1a top-inset). The
energy change due to this process can be used to estimate the thermal barrier for the
crack initiation/propagation at different ε as shown in Figure 2.1a. A piecewise, nearly
linear relationship is apparent, where the transition point at ε ≃ 13.5% represents
the breaking strain εb, as the activation barrier above εb is much smaller than kBT .
For ε < εb, a linear fit of the form E∗(ε) = E0 − E1ε, can be obtained, enabling one
to extrapolate to zero strain barrier of E∗(0) = E0 ≃ 14.4 eV. Although such linear
extrapolation is approximate, and may not apply precisely to lower strain conditions,
it makes it clear that E0 ≫ E∗(0.1) ≃ 3.7 eV, and therefore the time-scales, viz. the
rates of these processes will differ by many orders of magnitude.

A crucial observation from the bond elongation plots, top inset in Figure 2.1a,
is that all the curves (at least for ε < εb) are monotonic and without any local
minima, indicating an absence of metastable cracks or lattice trapped states [72–74].
Some minor features such as small kinks appear whenever the neighboring bonds are
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Figure 2.1: (a) Bond-breaking barrier E∗ for a (10,0) CNT computed using DFTB.
Each data point is determined from the maxima of the energy vs. bond elongation
curves shown in the inset, calculated for a tube under tensile strain in the range 10–
16%. The line is a linear fit to the data for ε ⩽ 13%, E∗(ε) ≃ 14.4 − 106.9ε (eV);
(b) Logarithmic-scale plot of the strain amplitude ε0 vs number of cycles n till failure
obtained from eq. 2.2 for T = 100–1000K at two different frequencies, ω = 1 Hz (solid
lines), and 1 MHz (dashed lines). The inset illustrates the ε(t) (gray) and failure rate
(red) profiles over the timespan of two cycles.

presumably broken. This suggests that the tube can only undergo brittle failure, with
no crack nucleation or propagation below its breaking strain. In this scenario, strain
ε(t) is the sole parameter controlling the barrier for nanotube rupture and, the failure
probability by the time t is:

P (t) = 1− exp

(
−
∫ t

0

Λ(τ) dτ

)
, (2.1)
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where Λ(τ) = ν exp {[E0 − E1ε(τ)]/kBT}, with ν ∼ 1013 Hz. A barrier-strain lin-
earity has long been empirically established and applied in the kinetic theory of the
strength of solids [75, 76]. (Attempts to apply the same concept to time-dependent
CNT fracture have used a quadratic strain-dependence also, without a clear physical
justification [77]). In a state of fluctuating (or cyclic) strain, the maximum likelihood
of failure occurs whenever the strain peaks. During tensile cyclic loading, where ten-
sion varies between 0 and ε0, e.g., with a sine-profile, ε(t) = ε0[1 + cos(ωt)]/2, over

one cycle t = 2π/ω, denoting λ =
∫ 2π/ω

0
Λ(τ) dτ , for small λ equation 2.1 simplifies

to 1− exp(−λ) ≃ λ. As can be seen in the inset of Figure 2.1b, the integrand decays
rapidly away from the peak strain values where ε/ε0 ≃ 1− (ωt)2/4 and the resulting
Gaussian integral gives λ ≪ 1. Therefore, for the survival probability over n cycles
one has (1 − λ)n ≃ 1 − nλ. The number of cycles till failure can then be estimated
from nλ ∼ 1, by saddle-point integration of Λ(τ), which gives

n(ε0;T ) = η0(T )
√
ε0 exp

(
E0 − ε0E1

kBT

)
, (2.2)

with η0(T ) =
ω
2ν

√
E1/πkBT ; this expression is plotted for several temperatures and

cycle frequencies in Figure 2.1b. The resulting relation is equivalent to “strain-life”
curves which characterize the fatigue life of a typical material [59]. Notably, at low
strain, even upto 5%, a pristine CNT has practically infinite life (n ≫ 1020) and in
this sense behaves more like a macromolecule (rather than a material), exhibiting no
fatigue under cyclic tensile loading. Also importantly, in the brittle route, there are
no characteristics (like defects, stable cracks or plastic strain) that would accumulate
and distinguish a nanotube after, say, 1020 cycles from a pristine “brand new” nan-
otube. This behaviour reflects the stochastic nature of CNTs brittle failure, rather
than representing its fatigue life.

2.3 Mechanism of Plastic Deformation in a CNT

The other alternative, yet rather different route to CNT failure, as mentioned in the
beginning, involves plastic deformation by incorporation of dislocation dipoles [78],
as typically observed in low cycle fatigue of metals [59, 63]. Such a possibility arises
when a Stone–Wales (SW) defect spontaneously nucleates by rotation of a C-C bond,
resulting in a coupled pentagon-heptagon dislocation dipole 5|7/7|5. The SW defect
also happens to be the simplest point defect that can form in the pristine sp2-carbon
lattice, with a formation energy lower than that of vacancies, interstitials, or a pair of
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Figure 2.2: (a) Diagram of enthalpy change ∆H (horizontal bars, relative to a pris-
tine CNT) for sequential bond rotations forming a shear band (top images, with 5|7
highlighted) at different tensile strains in the range ε = 0–0.14. The inset shows the
relation between the DFTB-computed bond rotation barriers E‡ and energy differ-
ences ∆E for final configurations as indicated in (b) with the corresponding symbols;
the line is a linear regression to the computed points, E‡ ≃ 5.7 eV+0.9∆E. The en-
ergy barriers E‡ obtained from this expression are indicated (in eV) for all transitions
(shown schematically as thin parabolic segments). (b) Comparison of other possible
configurations after two bond rotations, close in energy to a shear band: SW-defect
splitting (5|7 · · · 7|5), defects configuration including an octagon (5|7 / 5|8|5 / 5|7) [78].
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single dislocations [79]. Importantly, these defects must be chirality preserving, viz.
not disrupt the CNT lattice, unlike a single isolated dislocation. As a result, their
presence may be virtually undetectable, at least by standard spectroscopic techniques
which rely upon detecting a chirality change or need appreciable defect density.

The investigation of the plastic route to failure is performed using a (6,6) AC
nanotube, without much loss of generality, and stress-controlled loading. The latter
is essential because in strain-controlled loading the tube length is kept fixed, and
during the course of plastic deformation, the accumulated plastic strain will eventually
be large enough to subdue the overall (far-field) elastic strain significantly. As a
consequence, since volume is not conserved but pressure, it is necessary that energies
and energy barriers should be replaced with enthalpy and enthalpy barriers (for details
see Supplementary Material of [3] and also discussion in [80]). In this setup, the
physically relevant quantity is deemed to be the strain of the pristine tube, as the
numerical value of stress in a tube depends on its diameter. The stress-controlled
loading is therefore realized by first elongating the pristine tube (viz. the simulation
box) according to a chosen strain ε0, and maintaining the corresponding axial stress,
σz(ε0) ≡ σ0 = const, during the simulation. The value of σ0 is then referred to by the
initial strain value ε0, signifying the strain that was applied to the initial defect-free,
pristine tube.

Figure 2.2 summarizes the results from DFTB calculations for an initially pristine
tube of length ≃ 5.2 nm (with periodic boundary conditions applied axially to avoid
edge effects), and depicts the enthalpy changes and enthalpic barriers of a sequence
of bond rotations, that eventually form the shear band of the CNT (akin to PSBs in
metals). [81, 82] An initially pristine AC CNT has two families of identical bonds:
perpendicular, and slanted (±30◦) to the tube axis. During axial loading of the tube,
the former are under the highest shear, and therefore have a lower barrier to rotate
than the slanted bonds. This preference is observed for all ε0 > 0 and leads to the
first SW defect as shown in Figure 2.2a (second image on the top). The barrier E‡

for this transformation is evaluated using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method
(see Methods). As the SW bond rotation occurs on a timescale ∼ 0.1 ps [73], which
is much faster than mechanical relaxation (∼ 1/c, where c is the speed of sound),
the energy change ∆E and E‡ are computed at constant tube length. Once a bond
rotation is executed, the tube is then relaxed to equilibrate the stress back to σ0,
and the corresponding enthalpy change ∆H (and enthalpy barrier H‡) is obtained by
adding −Aσ0∆l to ∆E (and E‡), where A is the cross-sectional area and ∆l is the
change in length due to relaxation.

Since the calculation of the barriers for all possible bond rotations is computa-
tionally intensive, we employ the Bell–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) principle to estimate
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them from ∆E directly. This simplification is demonstratively well justified and can
be generalized to all bond rotations in this example, as shown in the inset of Fig-
ure 2.2a, where NEB barriers for three other bond rotations (see Figure 2.2b for
symbol-configuration disambiguation) were also evaluated, showing fairly good lin-
ear correlation, E‡ ∝ ∆E. It is noteworthy that the linear relationship holds for
|∆E| ≲ 4 eV, which should encompass all possible bond rotations considered in these
simulations at all levels of tensile strains. Additionally, ∆E and E‡ are found to
depend linearly on tensile strain [65], i.e., corresponding rates (viz. time-scale) will
have exponential strain dependence spanning multiple orders of magnitude.

Evidently, the first SW defect always lowers the CNT symmetry and (partially)
lifts the degeneracy in bond rotation barriers for the two bond families; thereby lo-
calizing the activation site for the subsequent bond rotations to its immediate vicin-
ity. Therefore, to explore further transformations, rotation barriers for eventually
all bonds need to be evaluated individually. Such extensive calculations of strain-
dependent E‡ for the second to fifth bond rotations, revealed that the kinetically
most favored pathway is along the shear band of the nanotube as shown in the top
images of Figure 2.2a (for details see the Supplementary Material of [3]). At ε0 = 0,
the formation enthalpy ∆H monotonically increases with each bond rotation (at least
up to the fifth bond), and is not the most preferred pathway, even as the barriers
decrease slightly. However, for ε0 ≳ 0.05, the pathway becomes more favorable both
energetically and kinetically. At ε0 = 0.14, the DFTB results show that the configu-
rations from the second SW defect onwards are unstable, and therefore a tube should
break as soon as the first SW defect is nucleated.

Note that even though shear band formation is the most preferred kinetic pathway,
other competing pathways do exist at every bond rotation, especially when the applied
strain is reduced. This is shown in Figure 2.2b for the second bond rotation at two
strain values. Although the two-SW shear band has lower energy and barrier, it is
also possible that with slightly different bond rotations the two 5|7 dislocations split
apart or incorporate an octagonal ring. For the sake of clarity, the three configurations
are henceforth referred to as the “sheared”, “split” and “octagonal” configurations,
respectively. Taking into account the multiplicity of these configurations (viz. 4 for
sheared, 4 for split and 2 for octagonal), the relative probabilities of these paths can be
evaluated, e.g., at 1000 K. At ε0 = 0.05, the sheared : octagonal : split configurations
are 81.4% : 18.0% : 0.6% probable, whereas at ε0 = 0.1, the relative probabilities are
88.9% : 11% : 0.02%, respectively.

The results in Figure 2.2 highlight the early steps a pristine nanotube undergoes
towards plastic deformation, which essentially set the overall timescale for plastic
deformation. An expedient way to propagate the CNT in time along the plastic route
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2.3. MECHANISM OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN A CNT

and capture failure is to employ (on-the-fly) kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) [83, 84].
The latter has been instrumental in bridging the timescale gap in other problems
involving CNTs, from catalytic growth [85] to electron irradiation [86]. Ideally, the
kMC simulations should include all possible processes such as bond rotations and
bond breaking. However, as discussed in the previous section, single-bond cracks
were never found to be stable and it is highly unlikely that several bonds will break
simultaneously to form a stable crack. Therefore, only bond rotations are considered
as possible processes in the kMC simulations.
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Figure 2.3: (a)–(e) Representative CNT geometry evolution from kMC trajectories
for initial strains in the range 6–14%. The number of bond rotations (viz. number of
kMC steps) are indicated under the individual images. (f) Enthalpy change ∆H due
to bond rotations along the kMC trajectories for stress-controlled loading at different
values of initial strain ε0 (full lines, left axis). The inset is a zoom in view of the gray-
framed area above. Dashed lines (right axis) correspond to strain-controlled loading.
(g) Time increment ∆t for kMC trajectories at different strains for two temperatures.
(h) Strain-life curves at different temperatures.

Here, a rejection-free kMC algorithm is implemented in the LAMMPS simula-
tor [87] and the LCBOP empirical potential was employed for computational effi-
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ciency. [71] In each kMC step/iteration bond rotation is executed while maintaining
the appropriate loading conditions (see Methods for details). Because the LCBOP-
computed ∆H (and thereby barriers H‡) can sometimes deviate significantly from
the values obtained by more accurate DFTB, a correction scheme is applied (see
Supplementary Material, Section S2 of [3]). Each kMC trajectory was performed for
upto 100 steps; however, if the bond rotation barriers become too low (≪ kBT ), then
it is taken as an implication of nanotube failure, and the simulation is terminated.
Furthermore, during each kMC step, the configuration that progresses, is first sub-
jected to annealing at the kMC temperature for ∼ 20 ps to ensure its stability. If the
structure is not stable (broken bonds) it is considered as another instance of nanotube
failure and the simulation is terminated.

Figure 2.3 summarizes the results of the kMC simulations for different strain lev-
els, comprising a total of more than 100 trajectories. A sample kMC trajectory for
each of the ε0 values in the range 6–14% is shown in Figure 2.3a–e. Animations of
these trajectories are also provided in Supplementary Movie S1 of [3]. As is to be
expected from the outcome of the DFTB results, Figure 2.2, the kMC trajectories
show preference to the formation of the shear band in the first few steps in most cases
(ε0 = 10–14%). However, for lower strain values, ε0 ≲ 8%, the splitting of the first
SW was found to be kinetically favored. This is perhaps an undesirable consequence
of the LCBOP potential, where further investigation revealed that the energetic pref-
erences at lower strain are in a different order than DFTB results. Nonetheless, as
seen from Figure 2.2b, the two defect configurations are very closely related, and
the SW splitting (5|7 · · · 7|5) simply presents a different pathway of non-vanishing
probability. A more general observation from Figure 2.3a–e is the perceived ductile
to brittle transition as strain is increased, where the lower strain cases registered a
larger amount of plastic strain (at ε0 = 6% the tube may not break for the entire
duration of the simulation, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.3a) while at the
higher strain, e.g., ε0 = 14%, the tube fails after 2–3 bond rotations.

All kMC trajectories for a given ε0 with random initialization display very similar
qualitative trends even as the temperature is varied, as demonstrated by ∆H evolu-
tion in Figure 2.3f. The solid curves show results for the stress-controlled loading,
and it is clear that after the first few bond rotations, the enthalpy decreases almost
linearly with bond rotations. This decrease in enthalpy may not be intuitively obvious
especially since ∆E > 0, because creation of more defects is energetically costly while
simultaneously there is no strain relief due to the application of a constant stress (σ0)
on the boundaries. The decrease comes from the second term (boundary work) in
∆H = ∆E−σ0∆V , whose magnitude (∼ ε) is much larger than the change in energy
(∼ ε2).
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2.3. MECHANISM OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN A CNT

For context, the dashed curves in Figure 2.3f show results for strain controlled
loading, where the tube length is kept fixed after elongation to ε0 at the beginning
of the simulation. It is seen that at least for the first few bond rotations the ∆E
energy trend closely resembles that for ∆H in the stress-controlled loading. However,
∆E soon saturates to a stationary value, whereupon it was observed that no new
configurations were created and the system oscillates between a few select configu-
rations (Supplementary Movie S1 of [3]). This ∆E saturation can be explained by
the ability of plastic deformation to mitigate the initial elastic strain in the tube. It
was witnessed in Figure 2.2 that the bond rotation barriers E‡ are much larger as the
tube strain is lowered. Thus with each kMC step, the strain in the tube decreases,
slowing down the kinetics of new bond rotations and eventually the system behaves
almost like an unstrained tube.

The key differences in the kinetics of these trajectories can be seen in Figure 2.3g
where the time increments ∆t for each kMC step are plotted for two temperatures. As
can be expected, higher T significantly accelerates the plastic deformation, reducing
the timescale from astronomical to 10−9–1 s. Even then, one invariant observation
across all temperatures is that the nucleation of the first SW defect is always the slow-
est (by several orders of magnitude), and pivots the entire timescale of failure through
the plastic route. This suggests that starting from a pristine CNT, the longest mean
waiting time, ⟨∆t⟩ = 1/R, with R the (total) cumulative rate, is for the formation
of the first SW defect, and all subsequent steps are much faster. For illustration,
∆t along strain-controlled trajectories are also shown (dashed lines for T = 500 K,
Figure 2.3g), revealing that the timescale of plastic deformation initially follows the
stress-controlled behavior, but subsequently deviates and becomes comparable to that
for the first SW defect. This demonstrates that as soon as the plastic strain miti-
gates the elastic strain, there is a lack of a driving force to cause any further plastic
deformation.

Notably, ∆t is non-monotonous, with a number of characteristic “bumps” (sub-
stantial slowdowns), which occur whenever a new SW defect is nucleated instead of
further propagation of existing defects. This is possibly because further propagation
at those stages has a similar barrier as a new SW nucleation, away from the activa-
tion site. Yet, because of the local stress enhancement caused by the existing defects
which lower E‡, such a process occurs markedly faster than in a pristine tube.

A complete summary of all kMC results in the form of strain-life curves for the
plastic route is shown in Figure 2.3h, obtained by integration of all time increments
giving the total time to failure. Clearly, at 500 K a CNT will survive from a few
hours at ε = 0.14, to indefinitely at ε = 0.06, while at 2000 K, it will fail within
≲ 1 s. At ε ≲ 0.04, for all temperatures, the CNT behaves as a two-state system,
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oscillating between the initial pristine state and one SW defect: after nucleation of
the first SW which is itself very improbable, the next favored step is to always heal
the SW back to the pristine configuration. This then suggests that 4% strain is akin
to the endurance limit of the nanotube, where the tube has a truly infinite life.

From Figure 2.3 it is clear that at ambient conditions, not too high T , an individ-
ual CNT is indefatigable, i.e., it does not undergo fatigue failure especially because
of the huge disparity between the relevant timescales of defect kinetics and any kind
of cyclic loading: 1/ω ≪ ∆t, where ω is the cycle frequency. However, if a nanotube
is already defective, fatigue may be realizable on a more practical timescale as sug-
gested by the strain-controlled loading simulations, where the defect accumulation
stops after tube strain is mitigated. If this specimen is removed and used later in
another strain-controlled loading, it will have a memory of its prior “experience”,
and subsequent defects and their timescales will depend on its prehistory. Examples
of strain-life curves for already defective tubes are provided in the Supplementary
Material, Section S3 of [3].

2.4 Fatigue in “Bulk” CNT Assemblies

The premise of the indefatigable nanotubes is only relevant and useful if they are
defect-free and ultralong (cm–m range), to be directly used in structural application,
either individually (in CNT coils [88]) or in the form of macro-assemblies where each
tube spans the entire length (e.g., as in [60]). However, practical considerations [2,
67, 68] prevent such realizations and, instead, assemblies of shorter nanotubes in the
form of bundles or fibers are most common. Usually, the cross-section of a typical
CNT fiber contains tens of thousands of similar CNTs, closely packed in a hexagonal
configuration. For simplicity, one assumes that all the CNTs have the same length
L and diameter d and are arranged in a 3D fcc-like lattice [2, 89]. This constitutes a
finite yet representative volume element which can be used to characterize the bulk
behavior of a CNT bundle. A crucial aspect, as demonstrated recently [2], is the
frictional load transfer at the interfaces of adjacent nanotubes, characterized by the
interface friction force per unit length, f . Such dissipative interface itself can be a
cause of fatigue behavior of CNT bundles and is important to explore. Note that for
f = 0 the bundle is only held together by capillary forces and any load exceeding the
very low capillary stress ∼ 0.45 GPa will cause the bundle to fail quickly. On the
other hand, large f results in the interface strength comparable or surpassing intrinsic
tube strength, which has not yet been achieved experimentally, and may even be
far-fetched to realize. These considerations led us to use as an appropriate value of
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f = 0.01 nN/Å and L = 100 nm, which correspond to a strength of ≃ 12 GPa [2].

The tensile cyclic loading tests of these bundles are simulated with LAMMPS [87]
in either a load-control mode or a displacement-control mode. In the former this
is achieved by ramping up the longitudinal pressure in the simulation box up to
desired value σ0, and in the latter by increasing the longitudinal simulation box size
at a constant rate of 0.1 Å/ps up to the desired strain value ε0. Typical stress-
strain curves of a bundle bulk element under cyclic loading are shown in Figure 2.4a
for stress-controlled and Figure 2.4b for strain-controlled loading cases. The dotted
curve is the monotonic stress-strain curve, with the maximum indicating the strength
of the bulk bundle σmax from ref [2].

In the stress-controlled cyclic loading, Figure 2.4a, the stress is ramped nearly up
to the full tensile strength, σ0 = 0.98σmax. The results differ strikingly from a same
load of single tube, as shown by the solid curve, where during unloading a slightly
different path is undertaken, and plastic (permanent) strain is accumulated after each
cycle. The choice of load amplitude as high as 0.98σmax allows us to track a complete
life-cycle of this system, which in this particular case is n = 46, after which the bundle
fails due to complete slippage of some of the tubes in the cross-section of the bulk
bundle. The failure due to this type of loading is further explored in Figure 2.4c,
where the mean gap ⟨δ⟩ between axial neighbors (along the same thread, cf. [2]) is
plotted as a function of the simulation time. The saw-tooth shape of the curve is
due to the loading-unloading of the bundles during each cycle, which also causes the
tubes adjacent to the gaps to stretch and contract in sync with the bundle. Thus the
amplitude of the saw-tooth curve is directly controlled by the stress-level in the tube
and the stiffness of the nanotubes in general. The lower envelope of the saw-tooth
curve tracks the permanent, cumulative change in ⟨δ⟩, which initially increases almost
linearly, but then grows exponentially, until failing after the 46th cycle.

In the other case of strain-controlled loading, Figure 2.4b, three instances of strain
amplitude are demonstrated, ε0 = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.15. In each case, during the load-
ing phase of the cycle, the box is elongated to match the prescribed strain value,
while during the unloading phase, the stress is relaxed back to zero. This means
that whatever plastic strain accumulates during the loading phase is permanent, and
therefore the remaining end-to-end displacement becomes smaller with each cycle,
asymptotically approaching zero. This is further demonstrated in the correspond-
ing plots for ⟨δ⟩, where the amplitude of the saw-tooth curves reduces as the cycles
progress, indicating a reduction in the overall stress level. Here the three strain val-
ues demonstrate that this fatigue behavior shows no significant difference whether
the strain amplitude lies below, at or above the critical strain ε∗ (strain at maximum
stress σ∗, cf. Figure 2.4b), which also marks the transition from an elastic interface
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Figure 2.4: (a,b) Representative stress-strain curve (full line) for a fiber bulk element
of length L = 100 nm, and friction f = 0.01 nN/Å subject to cyclic loading: (a) stress
control with a constant amplitude σ0 = 0.98σmax (dashed line) and (b) strain control
with constant strain amplitudes of ε0 = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.15. For comparison, the
monotonic loading of the same system is given as a dotted line in both (a) and (b),
and the labeled red line in (a) shows the hysteresis-free σ-ε curve for an individual
CNT. Note the logarithmic scale of the ε-axis. The ×-mark indicates the bundle
failure, occurring after n = 46 cycles in (a). Inset in (b) shows the σ-ε curves for
both loading conditions with linear ε-axis for comparison (stress-controlled loading
curve is shown in lighter gray for improved contrast). (c) Mean gap length ⟨δ⟩ versus
simulation time t for a fiber bulk element corresponding to (a). The dotted line
connects the valleys of each cycle to indicate the permanent changes in ⟨δ⟩. The inset
shows the simulation snapshots of the initial configuration (t = 0) and subsequent
changes in gap length after the cycles as labeled on the right, for both the peak and
the valley of the cycle (color shows stress distribution: min – dark gray; max – dark
red). These points are also marked by black dots on the curve in (c). (d) The same
as in (c) but for the case of strain controlled loading in (b).
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to a plastic interface [2]. Note that for the stress-controlled loading, the interface is
always elastic, as this transition point ε∗ can never be crossed.

2.5 Fatigue of CNT Bundles

The fatigue of a bulk bundle serves as a guideline for the more practical realization of
the bundles where the width is finite and the lengths of the nanotubes are normally
distributed. The same protocol as in the preceding section is applied for a bundle of
total length of 2 µm and finite diameter (≃ 7.5 nm). Although reaching the fatigue
life of such a realistic-size bundle is hardly computationally feasible, even in a coarse-
grained simulation, characteristic behavior is revealed already in the first few cycles,
as illustrated in Figure 2.5a where we have been able to realize 21 loading cycles of
a bundle composed of more than 500,000 beads. Notably, a large permanent strain,
εp = 0.4%, is accumulated already in the first cycle. In the subsequent 20 cycles,
plastic strain is further accumulated at a nearly constant rate of ≃ 0.005% per cycle.
This process can be seen in the inset in Figure 2.5a, where the maxima of the stress
curve are incrementally offset in strain.

This burst-like behavior of εp is experimentally observed for graphene interfaces [62]
and is commonly observed for various bulk (3D) materials (associated with strain
ratcheting [90, 91]). Because we consider a single finite-width bundle (fixed geometry
parameters and maximum loading level), εp is expected to depend on the tube-tube
interface shear properties which are characterized by the interface friction f . This is
demonstrated in Figure 2.5b where two cycles are realized for a range of f = 0.0001–
0.002 nN/Å with the respective residual strain after the first cycle εp plotted in the
inset. Overall, for the larger f values, scaling is essentially linear, εp ∼ f , while
for vanishing but finite friction εp falls off slightly faster. This can be attributed to
decreasing slope/stiffness upon unloading, reflecting the ease of restoring interface
contact when friction is reduced, aided by the ubiquitous capillary action.

The exploration of the mean gap length in Figure 2.5c further reveals a very
similar trend as in the bulk case for the stress-controlled loading, namely the initial
almost linear increase with the number of cycles. However, due to a distribution in
the nanotube lengths and also their specific spatial arrangement, all the gaps undergo
different levels of increments due to very different stress concentrations, which were
initially all of the same length. This is demonstrated in the inset of Figure 2.5b,
showing the histogram of gap lengths after the first and the last cycle. Some noticeable
shifts of peaks are observed especially for the larger gaps.

The distribution in gap lengths led us to a deeper exploration into the role of
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Figure 2.5: (a) Representative stress-strain curve for a CNT bundle with variable-
length CNTs with mean length ⟨L⟩ = 1 µm, and friction f = 0.001 nN/Å. The
dashed line shows the monotonic loading of the same system [2]. The inset shows
an enlarged area of the plot around the maximum load of 0.99σmax. (b) Stress-strain
curves for a few cycles to capture the permanent strain after the first cycle εp as f
is varied. Dashed lines correspond to 0.99σmax, where σmax is determined from the
corresponding monotonic curves for the same product fL as in ref [2]. The labeled
red line shows the hysteresis-free σ-ε curve for an individual CNT. Inset shows the
relationship between εp and f . (c) Mean gap length ⟨δ⟩ as a function of simulation
time. The dotted line is a linear fit to the δ values at the end of each cycle and the
horizontal dashed line marks the mean gap after the first cycle. The inset shows a
histogram of all 110 gaps after the first (gray) and the last (violet) cycles. (d) Average
gap length (dots) and its variation (error bars) due to the proximity to the periphery;
color coding is the same as in (c). The average values for each shell are connected by
full lines. The inset illustrates the shell indexing.
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the peripheral/surface gaps [2], which should experience an overall heightened stress
concentration effect due to reduced number of neighbors. The plot in Figure 2.5d
shows the mean gap length ⟨δ⟩ after the first and last cycle as a function of the shell
index (grey-levels in the inset), which define equidistant sets of tubes from the bundle
axis. The plot demonstrates that in general gaps become larger as the shell index
increases, with peripheral gaps being the largest, after both the first and last cycles.

2.6 Conclusions

In summary, by employing atomistic computations in conjunction with kMC sim-
ulations we establish a rigorous quantitative ground for CNT behavior: individual
pristine nanotubes, essentially macromolecules of sp2-C, do not undergo fatigue un-
der ambient temperatures (as high as 500 K) for a wide range of loading frequencies
(experimentally, ∼ 500 Hz [60]). This is because the timescale of defect formation in
a pristine nanotube is always far greater than the time period of any mechanistically
realizable cyclic process, with the bottleneck being the nucleation of the first SW
defect. Exploring both brittle and plastic failure routes demonstrates that “defect
free” nanotubes only experience brittle, abrupt failure. Importantly, graphene shares
the same carbon honeycomb lattice and SW-defect energetics; thus, pristine graphene
should be indefatigable as well (the presence of edge, however, will possibly play a
role).

In the light of this, the recent experimental studies [60, 61] are difficult to reconcile
with fatigue in pristine nanotubes and graphene at ambient conditions (for discussion
see Supplementary Material, Section S4 of [3]). On the other hand, if one starts from
an already defective tube, it is easy to see that propagation of defects will have a
much lower barrier than nucleation of a new SW defect, and a gradual reduction in
strength can occur on minutes or hours timescale.

However, when assemblies of nanotubes undergo cyclic loading (experimentally,
frequencies used so far are ∼ 0.1 Hz [69, 92]), their interfaces, much weaker com-
pared to intrinsic CNT strength, can register a permanent/residual slip during each
cycle, which is a characteristic feature of fatigue failure. Thus, the present multiscale
approach offers a new insight into a fundamental phenomenon, helping to interpret
or predict nano- and mesoscale mechanical response of CNT assemblies upon cyclic
loading.
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Chapter 3

Nanotube Fiber Strength Scaling
Due to Liquid-Crystalline Ordering

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [4].

3.1 Origin of Liquid Crystalline Domains in Nat-

ural Assemblies

Hierarchical design or natural assembly is ubiquitous in biological structural mate-
rials, from the classic examples of wood and bone/collagen, to the super-tough and
highly unusual ones like spider-silk and nacre, [93–96] which has inspired biomimetic
attempts, [97–99] eventually finding its way into nanomaterial-assemblies of graphene,
boron-nitride, [100, 101] carbon, or inorganic nanotubes.[102] The carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) are especially promising to combine lightweight and exceptional strength [103]
and have driven substantial development in scalable synthesis [104] and CNT-fiber
spinning techniques. [105]

The strength s of nanotube assemblies is controlled by the length of its constituents
L and the strength of the interfaces, which manifests as a frictional force per length
f , opposing the tubes slippage against each other, with s ∼ fL. [2] This relationship
holds well when axially the tubes are positioned randomly, such that on average each
tube only partially overlaps with its neighbors. However, in nanotube fiber synthesis
from solutions/suspensions, [106–110] nanotube forests, [111, 112] or direct spinning
of CVD grown tubes,[113, 114] the tubes can have some a priori spatial arrangement,
sometimes as “random tangles of bundled tubes”, [115] or forming “liquid crystalline
domains” [116, 117] which may then propagate further up in the hierarchy to the
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3.2. LOAD TRANSFER IN BULK ASSEMBLIES WITH DOMAINS

fiber itself. Thus, the morphology-strength correlation in realistic fibers calls for
understanding how the characteristic size D of such mesoscale domains affects the
overall strength of a nanotube assembly.

In general, the notion of strength scaling with a domain size is rather common. In
polycrystalline ductile materials such as metals, the size of domains or grains has a
direct influence on their strength as described by the Hall–Petch relationship, where
s ∼ 1/

√
D, due to dislocations slip that is greatly restricted when they encounter

grain boundaries. [118] A similar effect, albeit of different origin, was established for
polycrystalline graphene. [119] In carbon fibers elastic moduli and strength depen-
dence on the size of “crystallites” has also been long known empirically. [120, 121]

The origin of the a priori arrangement into domains of longitudinally aligned
nanotubes (i.e, all tube ends within the domain have the same axial position), can
be attributed to the long-range attractive van der Waals interactions and high L/d
aspect ratios, which cause two nearby tubes to not only favor orientational alignment,
but also maximize their interfacial overlap to minimize their total surface energy. In
models related to liquid crystalline phases, [122] it has been shown that when rigid
cylinders with only repulsive (or sometimes weakly attractive [123]) interactions are
concentrated together in a liquid medium, they too undergo orientational alignment,
to increase their translational entropy. In all these scenarios, it may be useful to treat
the agglomeration of nanotubes into aligned clusters of n tubes, as a kinetic growth
process. In the gas phase, for example, the latter occurs on a timescale t ∼ n/βc,
where c is the initial nanotube concentration, before bundling, and β is a collision
kernel. [124] Finally, upon densification, these clusters become bundles that should
behave as a single domain – a “mesotube” – and assemble in the fiber with other
similar domains displaced randomly in the axial direction.

By using an expedient coarse-grained nanotube model, here we quantify the
strength of a mesoscale nanotube fiber as a function of the size D and degree of
nanotube axial ordering in its constitutive bundles (with the number of nanotubes
in a bundle varying over nearly 3 orders of magnitude). The ability to access such
sub-micron model fiber sizes allows to demonstrate how the size ↔ axial-ordering
interplay determines the overall nanotube fiber strength.

3.2 Load Transfer In Bulk Assemblies With Do-

mains

Load transfer across the ends of a nanotube fiber occurs through a continuous network
of tube-tube interfaces. In the simple case of nanotube assemblies with perfect orien-
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Figure 3.1: a) Schematic representation of the domains or bundles (different shades of gray)
viewed axially, demarcated by thicker lines which also represent the inter-domain interfaces.
The thinner lines represent intra-domain interfaces. Each interface is represented by the
edge of a tube’s (hexagonal) Wigner–Seitz cell with length a/

√
3, where a is the inter-tube

distance. The side cartoons show the axial arrangements of the encircled tubes: (left) inter-
domain and (right) intra-domain interface. b) Computed tensile strength of a representative
fiber volume element as a function of the number of tubes (“bundle size”) in a constitutive
domain for two domain shapes, shown in (b): hexagonal (•) and fractal (▲). The top-inset
shows the respective stress-strain curves used to obtain s for each domain shape. The solid
lines are the analytical fits s(n) to the computed data points for the corresponding domain
shapes (see Supporting Information section S1 of [4]). Bottom-inset shows the unit cell for
the domain-less (n = 1) fiber. c) The same data points as in (b), but plotted as a function of
the periphery-to-bulk ratio n′/n ∼ 1/D; the dashed line corresponds to s/s0 = n′/n. Insets
show cross-sectional views of the hexagonal and fractal systems, for their largest simulated
bundle sizes: n = 61 and 729, respectively. The black rectangles denote the boundaries of
the periodic cell. Tubes in the same domain/bundle are shown in the same color.

tational alignment, nanotubes occupy a triangular lattice with their lateral neighbors
as shown in Figure 3.1a. When such fibers comprise domains formed by longitudinally
aligned tubes of nearly equal length, the load transfer among the inter- and intra-
domain interfaces are not identical. The former have tubes that straddle between
axially adjacent tubes (Figure 3.1a, left), forming “bridges” that can transmit load
longitudinally. [2, 125] However, in the latter case, the axial alignment of the gaps
causes no tubes to straddle (Figure 1a, right) and as a result, the top and bottom
pieces are completely disconnected. Thus, in fibers composed of tubes with a narrow
L-distribution, the load is transmitted almost solely across the inter-domain inter-
faces. If n is the number of tubes in a domain, and n′ is the number of inter-domain
interfaces, then the total stress applied over the entire fiber cross-section gets redis-
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3.2. LOAD TRANSFER IN BULK ASSEMBLIES WITH DOMAINS

tributed to only the tubes near the domain interfaces, and the stress is effectively
reduced by a factor of n′/n, the periphery-to-bulk ratio. When the strength of the
interfaces is much weaker than the tubes, fL/d2 ≪ sNT, which is the current state-
of-the-art in experiments, as discussed in ref [2], the tubes will slip upon reaching the
maximum load and the strength should behave as

s ∼ n′

n
fL/d2. (3.1)

We show next that this scaling can be captured by a simple coarse-grained model [2]
where all domains are identical and space-filling (for details, see the Methods Sec-
tion), allowing also for a quantitative understanding of the domain-size effect on the
strength of bundles.
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Figure 3.2: a) Computed fiber tensile strength (open circles) as a function of the domain
size, s(D). The inset illustrates the domains and fiber cross-sectional dimensions. The solid
line shows the 1/D-regression to the computed data points. b) Fiber strength scaling with
the axial disorder ζ. Error bars are provided for the n = 1 and n = 61, obtained from
averaging over three random realizations for the same ζ. The bottom inset shows the s map
in the (D, ζ)-plane. Iso-strength contours spacing is 0.5 GPa. c) Perspective view of the
fiber showing the brush-pattern interface due to the axial misalignment. The top image is
a rendering of the entire simulated fiber for the case of largest domains (n = 61).
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One unit cell consists of 6 domains, each of n tubes laterally, and 2 tubes in
the axial z-direction separated by gaps. In addition, the nearest-neighbor domains
are shifted axially by ±L/3, mimicking a modified fcc arrangement [89]. A tri-color
coding is used to identify tubes of identical z-position, and hence visually distinguish
the domains as indicated in Figures 3.1b,c. Primarily, the domains are chosen to
have a hexagonal geometry (Figure 3.1c, top-inset) with n and n′ determined by the
number of hexagonal shells around a central tube. Additionally, to assess the effects
of irregular-shaped domains, [126] a fractal geometry (Figure 3.1c, bottom-inset) is
also adopted. Details about the geometry of domains is provided in the Supporting
Information section S1 of [4].

The computed fiber strength, Figure 3.1b, displays a power-law dependence, s ∼
n−α (with α ≃ 1/2 for hexagonal domains; see Supporting Information section S1
of [4]). The inset shows the corresponding stress-strain curves for both domain shapes,
demonstrating changes in fiber modulus Y as well as strength. It is interesting to note
that fractal domains demonstrate a higher strength for the same n as compared to
the hexagonal domains, suggesting that the domain shape-irregularity can contribute
to a strengthening of the fibers. In Figure 3.1c, s is plotted with respect to n′/n for
both the domain shapes, with computed points following closely the s/s0 = n′/n line,
where s0 is the strength of the domain-less fiber (n = 1). In this regard, the ratio
n′/n is the fundamental descriptor of strength scaling. Nonetheless, it may be more
useful to relate strength to the domain size D which is perhaps easier to estimate
or even measure through experiments. This is straightforward for regularly shaped
domains where perimeter is ∼ n′a, and the area is ∼ na2, and the area-to-perimeter
ratio is equivalent to diameter, so that D ∼ na/n′. Therefore, at least for regularly
shaped domains, the fiber strength scales inversely with domain size, s ∼ 1/D.

3.3 Effect of Axial Disorder in Domains of Finite

Width Nanotube Assemblies

In Figure 3.2, the effect of domain sizeD for hexagonal shaped domains is explored for
fibers of finite width (diameter≃ 17 nm) and a 0.6 µm periodic length, as shown in top
image (for details, see the Methods Section). Here the stress-strain curves (not shown)
follow a similar trend for both s and Y as in Figure 3.1b, again exhibiting s ∼ 1/D.
So far, however, these trends are only applicable to very narrow length distributions.
To generalize for wider length distributions or even polydisperse lengths, an axial
disorder in the tube positions is introduced by applying a random shift δi for each
tube i, as shown in Figure 3.2b,c. These shifts represent the situation where tubes
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3.3. EFFECT OF AXIAL DISORDER IN DOMAINS OF FINITE WIDTH
NANOTUBE ASSEMBLIES

of different length assemble into domains with some length-wise alignment, however
their ends may no longer be perfectly aligned. In such a scenario, there can be some
axial load transfer within the domain which is determined by the degree of axial
disorder ζ, defined here as ζ ≡ max (|δi| /2L), with δi distributed uniformly. As a
consequence, the s ∼ 1/D scaling, in Figure 3.2a, is weighted by ζ, and eventually
disappears completely as the axial disorder maximises, i.e., from s(D; ζ = 0) ∼ 1/D
to s(D; ζ → 1/3) = const.

The scaling of s and Y with D can be understood if one recognizes that in the
assembly of very stiff tubes (YNT ≫ (f/u∗)(L/a)2; see Supporting Information sec-
tion S2 of [4] for details) relatively softly-connected by weak (van der Waals or
sparsely-covalent) forces, the response to external axial stress σ is determined by
an interface of the least stiffness (i.e., the most compliant). For a regularly shaped
domain, the load transfer occurs through its exterior surface of area n′aL ∼ LD
(because n′ ∼ D/d and a ∼ d). Moreover, taking into account the random shifts
with δ ≡ ⟨|δi|⟩, the contact of individual (interior) tubes interlocked in a so-called
brush-pattern [127] (shown in Figure 3.2c) with the axially-adjacent domain, adds
area naδ ∼ δD2/d (because n ∼ (D/d)2). Therefore, the tensile force σna2 ∼ σD2

to the domain cross section is balanced by the traction, or shear stress τ times the
total interface area: σD2 ≃ τ(LD + δD2/d). For the linear-elastic response, τ is
related to the interface friction f as τ ∼ (f/u∗)(u/a) ∼ (f/u∗)(u/d), where u is a
small displacement between the rigid domain and its lateral neighbors, which at the
critical failure point (u = u∗) becomes τ ∼ f/d. The strength is then obtained as

s = σ∗ ∼ f(L/Dd+ δ/d2). (3.2)

The modulus

Y = σ∗/ε∗ ∼ f

u∗
(
L2/Dd+ δL/d2

)
, (3.3)

where ε∗ = u∗/L, scales similarly as 1/D (or ∼ 1/d2, when δ is significant such that
δ > Ld/D), but is higher order in tube length Y ∼ L2 until it reaches the intrinsic
value of the nanotube, Y → YNT (see Supporting Information section S2 of [4]).

These analytical estimates are verified by the coarse-grained simulation results in
Figure 3.2b which plots the strength variation as a function of the axial disorder ζ
for different n. For ζ ≲ 0.01, the strength s = const, showcasing that the assumption
of identical length tubes can explain even the strengths of fibers with narrow tube-
length distributions. However, as the axial disorder increases, 0.01 ≲ ζ ≲ 0.1, a
linear regime s ∼ ζ is observed as the domains begin to lose their “identity”. The
tubes in the interior of the domains can form stronger interfaces with axially-adjacent
domains, and as a result an overall strengthening of the fiber occurs whenever n > 1.
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On the contrary, for the domain-less fiber with n = 1, any disorder ζ > 0 only leads
to a reduction of s because the original fcc-like crystal configuration maximizes load
transfer. Further axial disorder increase, up to ζ ≃ 1/3, for all n values leads to the
same average configuration, and therefore s converges to a single value.

One cannot but notice the apparent similarity between the nanotube fiber mor-
phology as controlled by ζ and the common liquid-crystalline phases. [128] As illus-
trated in the insets in Figure 2b, the axial ordering for n → ∞ (truncated by the
finiteness of the fiber itself) and ζ = 0 can be associated with the smectic phase, and a
nematic phase for ζ = 1/3 and all n.[129] The modified fcc arrangement may then be
categorized as a crystalline phase with n = 1 and ζ = 0. Within such a description,
the configurations with n > 1 and ζ = 0, are hybrids between crystalline and smectic
phases. The gray dashed curve in Figure 3.2b, demonstrates the strength scaling of a
pure smectic → nematic transition, where the strength of smectic configuration will
truly be zero because the infinitely large domains are axially disconnected.

3.4 Stress Distribution in Assemblies Due to Do-

mains

Figure 3.3 shows the stress distribution in the nanotubes of the finite-width fibers
as they approach critical failure, i.e., maxima of the stress-strain curve. When the
interface friction f is low enough, as in Figure 3.3a,b, to allow tubes to slip upon
critical failure, the patterns formed by the highly stressed tubes clearly distinguishes
the domain-less fiber from the one with the largest domains, n = 61. However, for
very strong interfaces, fL/d2 ≫ sNT, as demonstrated in Figure 3.3c,d, the fiber
will behave as a monolithic block with homogeneous stress distribution. In this case,
upon reaching the maximum load, the tubes will break. The axial gaps act as local
stress concentrators and their longitudinal alignment due to the formation of domains
results in a large hole of size D, comparable to the fiber cross section. These holes
will have a larger stress concentration which leads to a lower strength of the fiber as
indicated by the overall darker color in Figure 3.3d. The fiber strength in these cases
will be s ∼ sNT/K, where K is the stress concentration due to the gaps or holes.

In Figure 3.4 the stress distribution inside the nanotubes of finite-width fibers is
shown along the longitudinal as well as transverse cross sections for different (n,ζ)
values. Clearly, for ζ = 0, Figure 3.4a,d, the regular arrangement of tubes results in a
regular stress pattern. Most notable, however, are the hexagonal-shaped boundaries,
also noticeable in Figure 3.3b, outlined by the higher-stressed tubes along the periph-
ery of the domains, as seen in the transverse cross section in Figure 3.4d. Each such
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Figure 3.3: Stress distribution in the fiber during tensile loading simulations right before
critical failure for ζ = 0 for select combinations of size and friction (n,f), as indicated by the
corresponding numerical values. Note that the colorbars for (a,b) and (c,d) have different
ranges to make the stress distribution clearly visible.

domain boundary surrounds tubes which are essentially load-free throughout their
length. This further confirms that the tubes in the interior of the domains do not
participate in appreciable load transfer along the axis of the bundle. A direct conse-
quence of this is the observation that the maximum stress exhibited by constituent
tubes in Figure 3.4d never exceeds ≃ 4 GPa, while in Figure 3.4a the maximum value
approaches ≃ 7 GPa (lighter color), which also explains their corresponding fiber
strengths.

With non-vanishing axial disorder, the regular stress patterns in Figure 3.4a,d
get slightly smeared out in Figure 3.4b,e for ζ = 0.05, and is completely smeared
out in Figure 3.4c,f, when ζ = 1/3. As noted above, the two cases in Figure 3.4c,f
statistically represent the same configuration of the fiber but arrived at via different
(n,ζ) paths, and therefore do not show significant difference in stress levels. These
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Figure 3.4: Longitudinal and transverse cross-sectional view of the finite-width fiber show-
ing stress distribution during tensile loading simulations right before critical failure for select
combinations of (n, ζ) as indicated by the corresponding numerical values. For each panel
in (a–f), the dashed lines indicate the position of the respective cross section. The cyan
filled circles represent gaps/holes in the fiber cross section.
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figures indicate that as the axial disorder increases, the domains start to lose their
identity (gradually “dissolve”) and behave like a randomly shuffled arrangement of
tubes. The tubes in the interior of the domains when ζ ≪ 1/3 are not completely
load-free, but exhibit lower stress-levels than the tubes on the domain boundaries.

3.5 Conclusions

By employing an expedient coarse-grained model to access ∼ µm length scale, we
demonstrate that when identical nanotubes in a fiber organize in D-sized domains,
or bundles, with perfect end-to-end alignment, the fiber strength decreases as s ∼
1/D. This reduction in strength is shown to hold even for fibers comprising domains
made from tubes of narrow length distribution. A similar scaling with the tube
diameter d for domain-less bundles can be expected and is easily seen if domains
are considered as “mesotubes”, which has been indeed proposed earlier, based on
dimensional arguments, for nanotube aspect ratios L/d such that the strength is
dominated by frictional load transfer. [82] Additionally, the uncovered trends point
to possible strategies for strengthening of fibers, e.g., introduction of irregularities in
domain shapes, which increases the periphery-to-bulk ratio n′/n. Another approach
is to ensure higher degree of axial disorder when the tubes assemble into domains,
which improves load transfer efficiency among axial neighbors. Therefore, highly
polydisperse nanotube assemblies should, in principle, always have highly axially-
misaligned domain configurations. The latter, upon proper densification to rule out
large gaps between axially adjacent domains, should demonstrate higher strength
than the fibers with much narrower tube-length distributions.
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Part II

Mechanics of Carbon Fibers
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Chapter 4

Fundamental Limits in Strength of
PAN Derived Carbon Fibers Due
to D-Loop Defects

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [1].

4.1 Strength disparity between graphene and car-

bon fibers

Carbon fibers are the top-choice material for a variety of high-performance applica-
tions, especially in aerospace and civil engineering, owing to their extreme strength-
to-weight ratio, as well as other attractive properties such as electrical conductivity
and chemical inertness.[130–132] While their properties have been studied in detail
empirically[132–134], theoretical understanding of carbon fibers at the atomic level
is still in an early stage,[134] with only a few recent studies exploring their forma-
tion[135, 136] and properties of defects[137–139] which ultimately dictate the limits
of material performance.

The outstanding properties of carbon fibers are rooted in their atomic structure
— a network of sp2 hybridized carbon-carbon bonds. However, the measured break-
ing strength values are typically not up to 7 GPa[132], which only recently reached
to 13 GPa[140], are still well below the theoretical prediction for a perfect graphitic
lattice[141]. This “low” strength has been ascribed mainly to the presence of disor-
dered, amorphous domains in carbon fibers[138, 140, 142, 143] as well as to issues of
polycrystallinity, such as crystalline domain dimensions, orientation, sp2/sp3 carbon
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CHAPTER 4. D-LOOP DEFECTS IN CARBON FIBERS

ratio, and various morphological defects such as voids. Ongoing efforts to optimize
material architecture aim to elevate the overall fiber strength to that of its individual
constituent crystalline units. In this context it is important to study the mechanical
properties of these basic structural units and their crystalline defects as they will
dictate the fundamental upper limits on the performance of the material as a whole.

One of the most popular precursors for carbon fiber manufacturing is polyacryloni-
trile (PAN). The canonical model of intra-crystallite defect specific to PAN-derived
fibers was proposed by Reynolds and Sharp[144], and accounts for misalignment of
graphitic basal planes in the continuum elasticity approximation. We recently stud-
ied the Reynolds–Sharp defect using atomistic simulations.[138] While we did find
a strong decrease in strength, the lowest strength found in our simulations was still
around 75 GPa, which is over an order of magnitude above the experimental measure-
ments. In this work we propose a new kind of topological defect—“D-loop”[137]—
whose occurrence is a natural consequence of PAN carbonization mechanism making
it effectively unavoidable.The same term is used in molecular biology for a D-letter
shaped structures in the mitochondrial DNA replication or in telomeres[145, 146].
Our molecular dynamics simulations predict that D-loops have a strongly detrimen-
tal effect on strength (upto four-fold reduction), and are thus likely candidates for the
new theoretical upper limit of carbon fiber performance. Finally, we propose some
possible strategies to inhibit formation of such defects.

4.2 Misfusion during PAN carbonization: Origin

of D-loops

Figure 4.1 shows the textbook mechanism for carbon fiber formation via PAN car-
bonization, typically at temperatures above 1500◦C[130, 132]. The sp3-hybridized
PAN chains are first stabilized, at low temperatures, into planar “ladder polymer”
structures, which then fuse together to form elementary graphene nanoribbons with
nitrogen edges, Figure 4.1a–d. These elementary N-terminated nanoribbons can then
coalesce sideways via denitrogenation along the edges, Figure 4.1e. Removal of ad-
jacent nitrogen atoms as N2 molecules produces zigzag edges with protruding single
carbon atoms, also called Klein edges,[147] see Figure 4.1f. Importantly—and very
different from the step shown in Figure 4.1c—after denitrogenation, the Klein edges
are aligned in a way that prevents them from easily forming a honeycomb lattice
(Figure 4.1f), and they need a longitudinal relative shift of 1/2 unit cell, as indicated
by the red arrows, to fuse (Figure 4.1g). This results in wider N-terminated graphene
nanoribbons, Figure 4.1h, which can then combine with other ribbons and repeat the
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Figure 4.1: (a-h) Canonical mechanism for PAN-based carbon fiber formation[130]:
(a) structure of PAN precursor; (b) partially dehydrogenated stabilized PAN (“ladder
polymer”); (c) two stabilized PAN chains aligned for further dehydrogenation to
produce (d) an N-terminated graphene nanoribbon. (e) N-terminated nanoribbons
aligned for removal of N2 molecules (denitrogenation). (f) Removal of pairs of adjacent
N atoms produces graphene nanoribbons with Klein edges, which need a 1/2 unit cell
relative shift (arrows) to (g) position the ribbons for merging into (h) a wider N-
terminated graphene nanoribbon.

process shown in Figures 4.1e–h, ultimately forming the graphitic basal plane.

A typical PAN chain has carbon atoms which can form on the order of a 1000
zig-zag unit cells or hexagons (based on typical molecular weight estimates[134]).
This is much longer than the persistence length of both PAN and graphene nanorib-
bons.[148, 149] Therefore, it is statistically improbable for the entire chain to shift in
one direction as depicted in Figure 4.1f. Instead, different sections of the nanoribbon,
along the length, will randomly shift either “upstream” or “downstream” relative to
the adjacent material. When two adjacent sections move towards each other by 1/2
unit cell each, as shown in Figure 4.2a, it will create a 1 unit cell misfusion defect
(Figure 4.2b). The stress in the defect can relax by an out-of-plane deformation,
forming a protruding loop as shown in Figure 4.2c,d. Due to the visual semblance
to the letter D (a short straight side and a longer arc), we refer to this defect as a
“D-loop”. Formally, the elementary D-loop is an edge dislocation. Figure 4.2d shows
the Burgers circuit and Burgers vector b of the elementary D-loop with |b| = a,
where a is the graphene lattice constant.

Clearly, the real process of PAN carbonization would involve many long and highly
curved chains fusing at the same time (Figure 4.2e). This will create ample oppor-
tunities, not only for the formation of many elementary D-loops, but also larger
Burgers-vector (large-b) D-loops, when ribbon segments with strongly different lo-
cal curvature fuse. Therefore, in the following, we pay special attention to both the
magnitude of b and the distance between the defects.
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a b

c

ed

Figure 4.2: Formation of D-loop defect occurs when (a) two sections of a nanoribbon
(dashed rectangles) shift in opposite directions, resulting in (b) an elementary D-loop.
The D-loop relaxes through out-of-plane bending, as seen in the side view (c) of the
graphitic basal, resembling the letter ’D’. The Burgers circuit of the defect (d) is shown
in red and Burgers vector b in blue. In (e), configuration of Figure 4.1e is considered
for long nanoribbons, which curve out-of-plane due to thermal fluctuations, here blue
atoms indicate nitrogen.

4.3 Paired D-loop defect characteristics

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the critical role of D-loops as stress concentrators in the
initiation of cracks. To be able to use periodic boundary conditions in the simulation
we consider a graphitic plane where a single nanoribbon of width W has an excess
length of |b| forming a pair of D-loops (Figure 4.3a) with equal and opposite b’s and
spacing W between them. This excess length forms an out-of-plane “bridge” leaving
a hole in the basal plane under it, which we will refer to as the core of a D-loop pair.
Here W is a multiple of elementary nanoribbon width w = 41

2
× C-C bond length

(≈ 6.4 Å). The Burgers vector of the D-loops in Figure 4.3 is chosen such that |b| = 3a.
The defects are embedded in a simulation cell with dimensions Lx×Ly (Figure 4.3b),
and oriented at an angle θ with respect to the uniaxial loading direction x (fiber axis).
We vary θ over the range 0◦–90◦, to account for the effects of turbostratic stacking of
layers within a crystallite. Details of the simulations are provided in the Supporting
Information of [1].

The resulting stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 4.3c. The four orientations
clearly break at different strain values, and the breaking strength has a monotonous
dependence on θ. Upon examination of system snapshots immediately before, during,
and after failure (Figure 4.4, markers in the bottom right corners indicate correspond-
ing points in stress–strain curves of Figure 4.3c) it is clear that the cracks originate at
the D-loops. The von Mises stress maps (color-coded) show significant stress concen-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Three-dimensional view of a pair of D-loops with a spacing of W ,
Burgers vector b and the respective circuit shown with red dashed line (here |b| = 3a
and W = w). (b) Periodic simulation cell with dimensions Lx × Ly containing the
D-loop pair. The black and white shades highlight individual precursor nanoribbons.
They are oriented at an angle θ with respect to the direction of applied uniaxial
strain (solid arrows), x. (c) Engineering stress–strain curves, with 4 different loading
orientations, for the defect shown in (a).

tration in the defect vicinity. All these observations demonstrate how strongly D-loops
can affect the fracture properties of carbon fibers, and compel us to systematically
investigate their behavior.

4.4 Mechanics of paired Dloop defects

Figure 4.5 presents the results of an extensive set of simulation runs covering different
values of W , |b| and θ. It is organized as follows. The 4 polar plots in quadrants
(a–d) show the breaking stress variation with θ (0◦–90◦), each at a particular value
of spacing between the two D-loops, W = w, 2w, 4w and 8w. There are three curves
for each value of |b| = a, 2a and 3a coded by colors. The fourth curve (black,
dashed) shows a reference case for graphitic plane with a hole, instead of a D-loop,
and with dimensions of the D-loop core (see Figure 4.3a). This allows us to make an
informative comparison with the classical problem of an elliptical hole in a plate.[150,
151] Representative snapshots of all systems at θ = 0, right before failure, are shown
in the corners of respective quadrants. The snapshots are color-coded based on the z
coordinate of individual atoms above or below the graphitic basal plane (green-cyan).

The most striking feature of Figure 4.5a is that all three curves for D-loops with
different b coincide with each other and with the reference hole curve, within the
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Figure 4.4: Structure snapshots for the 4 orientations at the simulation start, and
before–during–after breaking (strain values in top-right corners), in sequence along
the rows. The symbols in bottom right corners correspond to the symbols from the
plot in Figure 4.3(c). Atoms are color-coded by their von Mises stress, demonstrating
stress concentration around D-loops, and the scale bar is provided at the bottom.
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Figure 4.5: Breaking strength reduction by D-loops. (a–d) Breaking stress as a
function of loading direction θ for 4 different D-loop spacings in the periodic cell
(W = w, 2w, 4w and 8w, respectively). The plots in each sector (a–d) correspond
to three different D-loop Burgers vectors |b| = a, 2a and 3a, and the reference
model of hole with equivalent dimensions. All defect structures immediately before
failure at θ = 0 are shown in the insets. Atoms are colored by their z coordinate
perpendicular to graphitic plane. Dotted black circles pinpoint D-loop locations where
visual identification by color alone is difficult. The points and error bars show the
median and quartiles of 5 simulation runs for each defect/orientation combination.
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computational error bar. This means that the excess material above the basal plane,
does not effectively contribute to the material strength. Thus, a closely-spaced pair
of D-loops appears to behave like a point defect (hole). This is corroborated by
the system snapshots in the top-left corner. It can be seen that the excess material
between the D-loops has not “flattened out”, even at the breaking point, and thus
bears no load.

As the spacing between the D-loops is increased to 2w (Figure 4.5b), we see that
three of the curves move together towards the origin, which reflects the increased size
of the hole along one of its dimensions. At the same time, the red curve (|b| = a)
stays in place for W = 2w, and subsequently, in all successive plots for larger W , as
shown in Figure 4.5c, d. This indicates that atW > w, the two D-loops have stopped
interacting and behave as cracks (dilute limit). This is reflected in the |b| = a system
snapshots by the flatness of the region between the D-loops. We see similar situation
in Figure 4.5c, d for the cyan curve (|b| = 2a) asW increases from 4 to 8w, indicating
that these D-loops have also reached the dilute limit. The transverse wrinkling (in
the vertical direction, normal to the load) seen for a and 2a systems in Figure 4.5d is
a further demonstration of the flattening of the core region. Finally, in Figure 4.5d
all four curves have completely separated, and it can be assumed that the dilute limit
for 3a has also been approached. Having reached the dilute limit for all three D-loop
Burgers vector values we can now summarize the main result of this study.

4.5 Mechanics of Single Dloop Defects

In Figure 4.6a we have pooled all the data points where the dilute limit has been
reached for each b value, i.e., beginning from Figure 4.5b, c and d (for |b| = a,
2a and 3a, respectively), and up to Figure 4.5d. These data reflect the “intrinsic”
properties of corresponding D-loops. The data were fitted to the following functional
form based on a simple extension of the elliptical hole model, as described in the
Supporting Information of [1]:

σmax =
σu

1 + A cos2 θ +B sin2 θ
. (4.1)

Here A and B are fitting parameters (related to hole geometry), and σu is the tensile
strength for defect-free graphene. The value of σu, as estimated from molecular
dynamics simulations, is about 210 GPa for the force-field used in this work (Methods
Section).

Three main features stand out in Figure 4.6a. First, the breaking strength monoto-
nously decreases with increasing b of the D-loop. Due to self-localizing nature of
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Figure 4.6: Orientation-dependent breaking strength with single D-loops (dilute
limit). Panel (a) summarizes Figure 4.5 by aggregating data points for each Burgers
vector b. The aggregation includes only those simulation runs where width W is suf-
ficiently large to remove interaction of the two D-loops in the periodic cell (W ≥ 2w,
4w and 8w for |b| = a, 2a and 3a, respectively; see text). (b) Molecular dynamics
simulation model of a finite system containing a single D-loop, produced by misfu-
sion of the magenta and gray domains. The rectangular highlighted sections represent
“handles” to which the loading was applied. The orientation of PAN-derived nanorib-
bons with respect to the loading direction x is θ. (c) Results of the simulations for
the system in (b). The data in (a, c) are fitted by equation 3.1 using σu = 210 GPa.
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fracture this means that in reality the defect with the largest b in a sample will be
responsible for the overall strength (rather than, for example, the most abundant
defect type).

Second, for all three curves, breaking stress monotonously increases with θ. The
minimum at θ = 0◦ corresponds to perfect alignment of all PAN chains with the fiber
axis. This indicates that turbostratic stacking of layers or chain misalignment can
actually be advantageous for strength, especially for large-b defects. Furthermore,
we can also obtain a functional dependence of the breaking stress with the Burgers
vector by assuming that the D-loop defect behaves as a crack with crack length
proportional to |b|. In this case, we expect the breaking strength σmax to scale as
1/
√

|b| (Griffith’s criterion) at least for θ = 0◦. This is indeed what is seen from
Figure 4.6a, when θ = 0◦, since σmax(|b| = a) : σmax(|b| = 2a) : σmax(|b| = 3a) =
100.3 : 68.4 : 53.4 ≈ 1 : 1/

√
2 : 1/

√
3, within the computational error bar.

Finally, and perhaps the most important, the lower limit of breaking stress, for all
|b| greater than that of the elementary D-loop (|b| = a), is below the minimum value
from our earlier Reynolds–Sharp defect simulations (75 GPa,[138] obtained with the
same code and force-field, see Methods Section). Therefore, the D-loop defect is po-
tentially more detrimental to fiber strength, rivaling the mesoscale Reynolds–Sharp
defect, and bringing theoretical estimates of fiber strength down closer to experimen-
tal observations.

For additional validation we performed simulations with a single D-loop defect in
a finite graphene plane. The simulation cell used for the single D-loop is shown in
Figure 4.6b and the simulation protocol is described in the Supporting Information
of [1]. Due to lack of periodic boundary conditions, determination of breaking stress
was difficult, and therefore each data point is obtained from a single simulation run,
to show the qualitative behavior. Nevertheless, the breaking strength data plotted in
Figure 4.6c show excellent agreement with Figure 4.6a in all three key aspects.

Given the importance of large-b D-loops for the overall material strength, esti-
mates of how synthesis conditions could affect formation of such defects are highly
desirable. While a rigorous investigation is beyond the scope of this work, we can
outline some starting directions. At high temperatures typically used for PAN car-
bonization (above 1500◦C) PAN chains and ribbons will contract due to thermal
excitation of transverse vibrations. The end-to-end distance contraction is inversely
related with the persistence length lp, which scales as lp ∝ W/T where T is the tem-
perature andW is ribbon width.[149] This contraction will increase the linear density
of atoms as projected onto the resulting graphitic basal plane. Fusion of ribbons with
different widths, and hence, mismatching linear densities of atoms, will create a large
total Burgers vector along the contact line. This total Burgers vector will have to
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be accommodated through edge dislocations, which can have outcomes ranging from
many small-b D-loops to only a few large-b D-loops.

As detailed in the Supporting Information of [1], the mismatch due to thermal
contraction can reach up to 3% if all widths of ribbons are allowed. Over a typical
PAN chain about 1000 unit cells long this would produce a total Burgers vector of 30,
potentially forming anything from 30 D-loops of |b| = a to one D-loop of |b| = 30a.
However, for ribbons wider than elementary width w the mismatch reduces to 1%
or below. Therefore, measures such as the use of pre-synthesized wide graphene
nanoribbons as precursor for carbon fibers[152], or even simply ensuring that the
w → 2w stage fully completes before any wider ribbons are formed, could potentially
greatly reduce or avoid formation of high Burgers vector D-loops.

As a last remark, from the point of view of the basic structural units in carbon
fibers, presence of D-loops may not purely be a negative aspect. In a dense 3D ma-
terial, some D-loops are likely to fuse with other nearby D-loops from adjacent basal
planes. This can lead to strong cross-linking between basal planes and prevent them
from slipping against each other, eventually increasing the effective shear modulus of
the structural unit.

4.6 Conclusions

Structural disorder of PAN chains during high-temperature carbonization appears to
inevitably lead to chain misfusion and formation of topological defects, D-loops (edge
dislocations). While these defects were previously overlooked in carbon fiber litera-
ture, our molecular dynamics simulations show that these defects can be highly detri-
mental to carbon fiber strength. Their strength-lowering effect is especially strong at
higher Burgers vector values, where they even render the canonical Reynolds–Sharp
defect motif irrelevant and become the new fundamental upper limit of carbon fiber
strength. Unexpectedly, the strength of material with D-loops increases when PAN
chains are misaligned with the fiber axis. Finally, formation of high Burgers vector
D-loops can possibly be prevented by strategies such as using graphene nanoribbons
as precursor.
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Growth of 2D Materials
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Chapter 5

Two-Dimensional Conformal
Growth on Curved Topographies

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [6].

5.1 Probabilistic versus deterministic defect for-

mation

Most 2D materials grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique need a
substrate, that may also act as a catalyst for the breakdown of a feedstock gas into
monomeric entities, which can then diffuse on (or inside) the substrate and aggregate
onto the edge of the growing material. Growth by CVD of 2D materials is, thus,
conformal to the substrate, and follows the geometry of the substrate.

It is interesting to consider how conformal growth can manipulate the defect
morphology of a growing 2D crystal. Generally, for a non-epitaxial growth of a 2D
material that is initially unstrained on a flat substrate, the growth process continues
uimpeded on the substrate without breaking their crystal symmetry. Any defect for-
mation that may take place during growth will then be entirely probabilistic. With
the help of thermodynamic[153–155] and kinetic[156] considerations, the probabilistic
nature of these defects have been understood and explained. However, when confor-
mal growth is performed on a curved substrate, the the crystal needs to break its
translational symmetry and must deform elastically to accommodate the change of
curvature. Under these circumstances, it may become energetically (and/or kineti-
cally) favorable for the crystal to include more defects as it grows, to relax some of
the accumulated strain. Consequently, by controlling the topography of the substrate
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Figure 5.1: (a) Seemless fitting of a circular wedge on a cone. (b) Grain boundary
tilt angle as a function of cone aperture angle, for crystals with Cn symmetry.

it may be possible to influence how defects form in the growing material, leading to
a deterministic defect formation approach.

The desire to obtain defects at precise locations or of precise nature is driven by
their broad range of applicability in electronics, mechanics or chemistry.[157–160] To
that effect, curved surfaces have been shown to affect defect morphology, like in the
case of growth of 2D crystals of polystyrene particles on a spherical surface, exhibit-
ing branched, ribbon-like patterns,[161] or the effect of local curvature on diffusion of
defects,[162] and even to change the critical size of nucleating grain and crystal nucle-
ation rate.[163] Earlier work in our group has investigated grain boundary formation
in graphene situated on top of a conical surface[164] as well as finite embedded grain
boundaries terminated by a cone (pentagon) and saddle (heptagon) lattice disclina-
tions.[165] In this work we analyze the growth process, to show how the topography
and boundary of a nonplanar substrate, both being global properties of the surface,
lead the 2D material to form defects deterministically.

5.2 Grain boundaries on a cone

It is important to first understand how existence of a grain boundary is fundamentally
necessary for a 2D crystal when it is conformed to a curved surface, such as a cone.
In Figure 5.1a, a simple exercise is illustrated, where a circular piece of ruled paper is
taken, and a wedge of angle ∆ is cut out and discarded. It is easy to verify that the
undiscarded piece of paper with the sector angle 2π − ∆, will seamlessly fit on top
of the cone if it’s half-aperture angle a = arcsin (1−∆/π). Interestingly, the ruled
lines after going around the cone, meet themselves sharply (on the red line), with an
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angle δ between them. In fact, using geometrical considerations it can be shown that
δ and ∆ are related as: δ = ∆ for acute ∆ and δ = ∆− 2π for obtuse ∆.

These observations can be easily extended to a 2D crystalline material if one
considers it analogous to the paper in Figure 5.1a , with the ruled lines representing
one of it’s crystallographic directions. The red line, where the two ends meet, then
represents a grain boundary with a tilt angle δ. One can further imagine that for
crystal symmetry Cn, the tilt angle δ, will exhibit some additional variation. This
has been captured in Figure 5.1b. The trivial cases when (2a, δ) = (0, 0) or (π, 0),
corresponds to cases when, the cone approaches a tube or a flat plane, respectively.
For higher symmetry crystals (n > 1), there exist n− 1 other values of 2a for which
δ = 0. These are sometimes referred to as the “magic angles” of the cone because of
the reason that crystals of symmetry Cn, will never form a grain boundary on such
cones.[165]

5.3 The phase field model with crystal orientation

Since the advent of computational modelling of crystal growth and phase transi-
tion, the phase field method has been an important tool especially in its exceptional
treatment of diffusion-controlled growth such as that of dendritic solidification of
metals, or to observe growth of kinetically-controlled crystalline materials with sharp
polygonal shapes.[166–168] In this work, we have employed a modified version of the
two-dimensional phase field method that have previously been applied to only flat
surfaces, to describe the conformal growth of a 2D material on a curved surface.

The phase field method is based on the continuum description of materials in terms
of an order parameter which can quantifies their thermodynamic state at every point
in space. The order parameter ϕ in this case is a phenomenological construct of the
phase of the system. In the current example, the order parameter can be defined
on the interval [0, 1], where 0 is assigned to the liquid/disordered phase and 1 to
the solid/ordered phase, and all the intermediate values to the solid-liquid (order-
disorder) interface. This makes the interface in phase field models smooth over a
finite length scale, ignoring the real situation where they may be atomically sharp.

Using this description, it is easy to define the total free energy density F [ϕ] as a
functional of the order parameter ϕ, such that for pure phases (ϕ = 0, 1) the bulk
free energy density is obtained, and for 0 < ϕ < 1, F [ϕ] gives the interfacial free
energy density. Additional terms based on the physics of the problem can also be
added to obtain a more complete description. The system is then evolved in time by
relaxational dynamics, such that the total free energy is always minimized with each
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step, such that:
∂ϕ

∂t
= −µϕ

δF

δϕ
.

Here µϕ is a phenomenological mobility for ϕ, and controls how fast the system will
evolve.

In the current work, the free energy functional is adopted from the work of War-
ren et al. (WKC model)[169, 170], where they additionally consider the effects of
crystallographic orientation during solidification. In their work, they have discussed
the existence of a complex order parameter Φ = ϕeiθ, where ϕ has the same definition
as the “phase field”, while θ is a measure of the 2D crystallographic orientation or
the “orientation field”. The modified form of the free energy functional can thus be
written as:

F [Φ] =

∫ {
e(∇ϕ, θ)|∇ϕ|2 + f(ϕ) + s(ϕ)|∇∗θ|+ t(ϕ)|∇∗θ|2

}
dS. (5.1)

In Equation 5.1, the first term corresponds to the solid-liquid interfacial energy,
the second term gives information of the bulk free energy density (which is a double-
well potential energy surface), and the last two terms (with ∇∗θ) correspond to the
energy due to grain boundaries. The last two terms contain weights proportional to
ϕ, to make sure that energy due to misorientation (grain boundary energy) only has
meaning in the solid phase. Note that ∇∗, in Equation 5.1 is a correction to the ∇
operator, which is a result of the extension of the model to a curved surface, as will
further discussed in the next section.

5.4 Extension of the phase field model to a curved

surface

Thus far, all commonly used models of 2D phase field have employed the use of
cartesian coordinates (x, y) because they are sufficient to describe flat geometries.
For curved surfaces, curvilinear coordinates (u, v) are indispensable, and can be used
to transform the relevant equations from the cartesian space, borrowing concepts from
differential geometry.[171] The two coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

The main aspects of the transformations from the cartesian coordinates to the
curvilinear coordinates can be summarized below: Transformations for (x, y, z) →
(u, v), are defined by a metric tensor g, where:

g =

[
E F
F G

]
,
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whose elements are defined as:

E =

(
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)2
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)2
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)2

.

If the curvilinear coordinates (u, v) are mutually orthogonal, as they shall be in
this work, then it can be verified that F = 0. The determinant of the metric tensor,
det(g) ≡ g can also be calculate as g = EG − F 2 = EG. This enables one to define
the differential operators for (u, v) as:

∇f =

(
1

E

∂f

∂u
,
1

G

∂f

∂v

)
∇2f =

1
√
g

{
∂

∂u

(
1

E

∂f

∂u

)
+

∂

∂v

(
1

G

∂f

∂v

)}
.

(5.2)

These transformations can now be applied to the existing equations of the phase
field model. However, the conversion to curvilinear coordinates also changes the def-
inition of the orientation field θ. The reason for this is illustrated in Figure 5.2. If a
vector q is translated on a cartesian grid, in any direction, then its orientation with
respect to x̂ (a reference in cartesian coordinates), remains the same. However, on a
curvilinear grid, a translation of q in any direction with changing û, changes the mea-
sured value of orientation with respect to û (a reference in curvilinear coordinates).
This means that for a curved surface, the measured value of orientation can vary
spatially, even though the physical orientation is the same. Understandably, applying
the transformations in Equation 5.2 to orientation field is not enough to account for
this variation.

A gauge field Λ is thus introduced, using concepts from differential geometry[171]:

Λ ≡ 1

2
√
g

(
1

E

∂E

∂v
,− 1

G

∂G

∂u

)
,

which can be subtracted from the gradient of orientation, to obtain it’s correct form
as:

∇∗θ ≡ ∇θ −Λ =

{
1

E

(
∂θ

∂u
− 1

2
√
g

∂E

∂v

)
,
1
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(
∂θ
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+

1
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√
g

∂G

∂u

)}
. (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Definitions corresponding to the cartesian and curvilinear coordinate
systems. For the same physical orientation vector q(r1) and q(r2), the measured
orientation θ is independent of the coordinate for the cartesian system, but changes
for the curvilinear system.

A simple relation exists between the gauge field vector Λ and the Gaussian cur-
vature of the surface K such that ∇×Λ = Kn̂, where n̂ is the unit normal vector to
the surface. The general relation between the total misorientation accumulated by a
crystal (or the grain boundary tilt angle) ∆θ, and the global property of the surface
(e.g., aperture angle of a cone), as was done in Section 5.2. The total misorienta-
tion accumulated by a crystal can be evaluated by a closed loop path integral of the
gradient of orientation:

∆θ =

∮
∇∗θ · dr =

∮
(∇θ −Λ) · (Edu,Gdv).

Using the result from Equation 5.3, this can be rewritten as:

∆θ =

∮ (
∂θ

∂u
du+

∂θ

∂v
dv

)
+

∮
1

2
√
g

(
−∂E
∂v

du,
∂G

∂u
dv

)
.

Since θ is a continuous variable over the closed loop, we have:∮ (
∂θ

∂u
du+

∂θ

∂v
dv

)
= dθ = 0
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5.4. EXTENSION OF THE PHASE FIELD MODEL TO A CURVED SURFACE

Figure 5.3: 3D representation of the conical surface with the same parameterization
as in Figure 5.2. C1 is a closed contour excluding the apex, C2 is a closed contour
including the apex, and white brushed line shows the position of a grain boundary.

Therefore, the general expression for accumulated misorientation in a closed loop
is obtained as:

∆θ = −
∮

Λ · dr =
∮

1

2
√
g

(
−∂E
∂v

du,
∂G

∂u
dv

)
It is easy to observe with the help of Stokes theorem that:∮

Λ · dr =
∫∫

∇×Λ · dSn̂ =

∫∫
KdS,

This indicates simply that the total closed loop misorientation accumulated by a
conformed crystal is an invariant for a given surface, and only depends on the global
properties of the surface, viz. it’s Gaussian curvature, such that

∆θ = −
∫∫

KdS. (5.4)

For the simple geometry of a conical surface, an example parameterization can
be:

(x, y, z) = (v sin (a) cos (u), v sin (a) sin (u),−v cos (a)).

Then,

g =

[
v2 0
0 1

]
=⇒ ∆θ =

∮
du (5.5)
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Figure 5.4: (a) A triangular WS2 crystal flake. (b) Modeled growth of triangular
crystal on a flat surface. (c) Experimental SEM image of WS2 crystal grown on flat
substrate. (d) Modeled growth on a conical surface in the unwrapped view with
2a = 19.2◦ (or ∆ = π/3). (e) Final configuration of d wrapped back on a 3D cone.
(f) Experimental image of WS2 crystal grown on a conical substrate.

Using the result in Equation 5.5, if two types of loops on the surface of the cone
as illustrated in Figure 5.3 are considered, with C1 being the loop that excludes the
apex while C2 includes the apex. For the former the value of ∆θ = 0, while the latter
has ∆θ = δ, where δ is the grain boundary tilt angle (from Section 5.2).

5.5 Modelling the growth of WS2 monolayers on

Si nanocones

Direct comparisons of the simulation results to the experimental data obtained for
WS2 crystals grown on conical silicon substrate were made possible courtesy of our
collaborators at Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL). WS2 is a transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMD) 2D material; its stable structure is of 2H phase, with a 3-
fold symmetry,[172] Figure 5.4a. The grain boundary morphology was revealed by
oxidizing the samples after growth. Accordingly, a growing crystal of 3-fold symmetry
like WS2 was simulated. Figure 5.4b shows the progression of the crystal (only the
ϕ field is shown) growing on a flat surface. Figure 5.4c shows the SEM image of
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NANOCONES

Figure 5.5: Simulations of crystal growth for a series of cones with different aperture
angles. The plot of the orientation field θ is color coded with respect to the scale bar.

WS2 crystal grown on a flat silicon substrate. The resemblance of the crystal shape
and symmetry demonstrates the basic capability of the model to capture the main
features of the growth process.

In Figure 5.4d modelled progression of a single crystal grain grown on a cone with
2a = 19.2◦ (or ∆ = π/3), is shown in an unwrapped view, which is possible for a cone
(from the example in Figure 5.1). The growth appears to be similar to Figure 5.4c,
with one key difference – the edges are periodic in u (as per the parameterization
from Figure 5.2). When the final shape is wrapped back on the cone, the three-
dimensional configuration of the crystal is obtained as shown in Figure 5.4e. This
shows an excellent agreement with the SEM image of a WS2 crystal grown on a
conical substrate as shown in Figure 5.4f, with striking similarity in the shape of the
grain boundary.

The growth of WS2 on Si cones of different aperture angles 2a were also modelled,
as shown in the color-maps of the phase ϕ and orientation θ fields in Figure 5.5. Grain
boundaries can be clearly seen on the cones, except for 2a = 38.9◦ (∆ = 4π/3) which
is a magic angle for C3 symmetry (Figure 5.1). The precise misorientation, or the
tilt angle can be observed from the color-coded map of the orientation field. As was
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made clear earlier, within a grain the orientation field is observed to be continuously
changing, and the change is smooth with respect to the color bar. However, when the
crystal grain meets itself at the other side of the cone, forming a grain boundary, the
accumulated change in the orientation results in an abrupt change in the orientation
field. It can be verified, that the change in the orientation across the grain boundary
is the same as the tilt angle of the grain boundary.

In experiments it was also observed that often WS2 crystals will outgrow the sil-
icon cones onto the flat substrate which supported them. Also, in many instances,
nucleation of the grain would occur outside the cones and then the cone would affect
the growth of the WS2 triangles. These observations inspired the simulation of the
growth a C3 crystal on a cone residing on top of a flat surface. Using the parame-
terization depicted in Figure 5.6a, with radial direction along v̂ and circumferential
direction û, the integral in Equation 5.5 along the closed loop C1 (which lies entirely
on the flat surface) and find that it must be ∆θ = 2π ≡ 0. This result immediately
suggests the impossibility of having only one grain boundary on a flat surface, since
single grain boundary must lead to a non-trivial geometric phase ∆θ ̸= 0. However,
∆θ = 0 does allow the formation of multiple grain boundaries on the flat surface,
since multiple grain boundaries can always arrange into a configuration where the
misorientation accumulated by one exactly cancels out that of the others.

Figure 5.6b-f shows a series of model results again for the C3 crystal grain grown
on different surfaces, where nucleation occurred away from the cones. All the cones
in Figure 5.6b-f have the same base radius, but different aperture angles 2a. To show
the progression of the growth process in time, the results are plotted as alternating
blue-white stripes, each strip corresponding to a representative time interval. For
clarity the grain boundaries are marked with dark green lines. From these results, it
is observed that there is always a grain boundary at the base of the cone, since the
crystal grain on the cone will be mismatched with the grain on the flat surface, due to
disrupted topography. This has been previously explored in relation to the atomistic
makeup of such grain boundaries for graphene nanochimneys.[173] Whether or not
these features will escape the conical surface and form long-range grain boundaries
depends on the growth speeds of the different grains joining at these boundaries.
Figure 5.6b,c show two cases when no long-range grain boundary forms: the huge
grain in the flat valley outgrows the grain on the cone, closing around, and thus
terminating all grain boundaries at the cone. Figure 5.6d-f show cases in which long-
range grain boundaries do form, and is attributed to the on-cone grains arriving
sooner than the always-flat grains at the same location on the flat surface. Notably,
these configurations also appear in experiments, as in Figure 5.6g SEM images of
WS2 dark gray flakes grown over cones (white spots pointed with red arrow). The
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NANOCONES

Figure 5.6: (a) Parameterization for a cone on a flat surface. The grey triangle
represents a crystal grain growing towards the cone. (b-f) Progression of growth
on cone + flat surface geometry for different aperture angles. Grain boundaries are
highlighted with dark green lines. (g) SEM image of experimentally grown WS2 flakes
(dark gray), oxidized afterwards to reveal grain boundaries emanating from the cone.
White spot pointed with red arrow is the cone. (h) SEM image of WS2 flakes (dark
gray) around a cone and corresponding modelled growth with phase field.
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images clearly show how the crystal flake forms multiple long-range grain boundaries
radiating from the conical surface.

Figure 5.6h (left) shows another SEM image, with a very interesting result: there
is only one grain boundary on the flat surface, appearing to contradict our theoretical
analysis above. However, in contrast to Figure 5.6g, the edges of the grain here are
slightly convex, clearly indicating that the surface is not entirely flat. Measuring the
bottom-left corner tilt angle, it is straigtforward to deduce the grain boundary tilt
angle which is ∼ 8◦. Therefore the surface can be approximated as a very shallow
cone with an aperture angle ∼ 155.8◦. Using these assumptions, if a simulation is
performed, as shown in Figure 5.6h (right), the experimental results are replicated.
Here the steep cone has an aperture angle 2a1 = 39.3◦ (measured from the side
view of the experimental substrate), on top of a shallow cone with aperture angle
2a2 = 155.8◦. The simulated image does indeed capture all the important features
of the experiment, including the overall shape, convex edges and the single grain
boundary. It is important to point out that although the simulations show some
variability due to the detailed kinetics of the growth process, all cases are consistent
with the primary analytical result – either zero or more-than-one grain boundaries
form on the flat surface.

5.6 Conclusions

The theoretical aspects of growth on a curved surface were discussed to show how
substrate topography can be used to control the deterministic formation of long range
grain boundaries. It was shown that the closed loop misorientation accumulated by
a growing grain is an invariant property of the curved surface and can be evaluated
from the knowledge of the gauge field Λ. Furthermore, the theory was incorporated
in the phase field method to simulate growth of three-fold symmetric crystals on a
conical surface. These observations were backed by experimental evidence showing
growth of triangular WS2 crystals on silicon cones. Experiments and simulations were
also used to demonstrate the grain boundary morphology due to a cone on top of a
flat surface and were found to be in good agreement.
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Chapter 6

Strain Tolerance During Conformal
Growth on Curved Topographies

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [7].

6.1 Experimental results on the growth of WS2

over non-zero Gaussian curvature substrates

In the experiments conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, our collaborators
observed a difference in the electronic properties of WS2 when it was grown over
a substrate with zero and non-zero Gaussian curvatures. Specifically, when they
measured the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the as-grown WS2, draped over
micro-scale patterns obtained through photolithography, they observed that the peak
positions of the PL spectra may shift depending on the geometry of the substrate.
It is known that shifts in PL peaks of 2D materials, and as a consequence changes
in their band gap can occur when they are in a state of biaxial strain.[174–176] As a
first example, it was observed that when WS2 was grown over parallel trenches, their
were no significant changes in the electronic properties of the material, and also no
spatial variability was observed. However, when WS2 was grown over donut shaped
structures, as shown in Figure 6.1, a clear shift in the PL peaks were observed. As
shown in Figure 6.1d, there were clear trends in the peak shifts which ranged from +22
meV to -150 meV, indicating both compression and tension, depending on whether
the PL spectra was measured above (spot A), on (B), in the center or on the side (D)
of the donut.

These observations warranted a revision of the theory of conformal growth on a
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a b c

ed

Figure 6.1: (a) SEM, (b) PL intensity and (c) PL peak position for WS2 grown on
40-nm height donut structures. (d) Representative PL spectra taken at different spots
on the WS2 grown over the donut. Inset is an AFM image of the donut geometry.
(e) Spatial map of the SHG intensity integrated from 370 to 440 nm for the flake in
(a), revealing the changes in crystal orientation. (Credits: Ref [7])

curved substrate, especially in the situation when surfaces have a non-zero Gaussian
curvature, which always leads to a non-zero elastic strain accumulation in the ma-
terial. It is also important to understand what is the strain tolerance of any given
material before it ultimately ruptures (referred to as “crystal branching” in [7]) and
forms grain boundaries as shown in Figure 6.1e.

6.2 Mechanics of 2D materials on non-zero Gaus-

sian curvature substrates

Employing concepts from the plate theory, the strain distribution in an isotropic
membrane that is deformed so as to have a non-zero Gaussian curvature is given by
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6.2. MECHANICS OF 2D MATERIALS ON NON-ZERO GAUSSIAN
CURVATURE SUBSTRATES

the second Föppl-von Kármán equation[167, 177]:

∂4χ

∂x4
+ 2

∂4χ

∂x2∂y2
+
∂4χ

∂y4
= E

[(
∂2w

∂x∂y

)2

− ∂2w

∂x2
∂2w

∂y2

]
= −EK. (6.1)

Here E, χ, w and K are the Young’s modulus, Airy stress function, deflection
(in z-direction) and the Gaussian curvature, respectively. Solving this differential
equation immediately suggests that surfaces with non-zero K such as a donut always
leads to an in-plane strained state, while surfaces with zeroK such as parallel trenches
will not sustain any strain during growth. From symmetry arguments it can be shown
that a monolayer of WS2 crystal, within the linear elasticity regime, is isotropic [167,
178] and therefore, the same theory may be applied to the experimental situtation.
Similarly, the deformation potential theory may also be applied to show that the
strain induced bandgap change is isotropic, with the relation[179]

EG = E0 G + E1 G(εxx + εyy). (6.2)

Here EG, E0 G and E1 G are the bandgap after strain, bandgap before strain and the
deformation potential, while εxx and εyy are the uniaxial components of the bi-axial
strain tensor. Using equations 6.1 and 6.2 together with ab-initio calculations, one
can obtain elastic moduli and the deformation potential for a given material, and use
them to convert their strain profile into the profile of a bandgap.

Therefore, atomistic simulations were used to calculate the strain profile of MoS2

monolayer on a donut shaped substrate. MoS2 is also a transition metal dichalco-
genide like WS2, and therefore has similar mechanical properties.[180] The adhesion
to the substrate was modelled by an external force field which mimics the adhesive
interaction of MoS2 with a SiO2 substrate, with reported adhesion energies ∼ 170 mJ
m2.[181] The elastic properties of MoS2, were modelled using a Stillinger-Weber po-
tential by Jiang et al.[182], which was parameterized for the mechanical and thermal
properties of MoS2 and was shown to correctly reproduce its phonon spectra.

In Figure 6.2a, a snapshot of the conformed MoS2 flake color-coded by the level
of the biaxial strain obtained from the simulation. Three regions of the conformed
flake have been sampled, and show the representative levels of strain, i.e., stretching
in the center and the edge of the donut, while slight compression on the outside.
A good qualitative agreement between the simulation results and the experimental
measurements for 20-nm and 40-nm donuts. It can be shown from theory that the
compression on the outside should asymptotically approach zero as the size of the
flake gets larger compared to the donut.

In Figure 6.2b, the cross-sectional view of the flake relaxed on the substrate is
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Figure 6.2: (a) Snapshot of simulated MoS2 flake conformed to a donut shaped sub-
strate and color-coded by the level of the biaxial strain. Representative values of three
regions are also shown in insets. (b) Radial cross-section of the substrate (dashed),
radial scatter plot of the atomic positions of the MoS2 flake (gray) and a fit of the
atomic positions with a spline curve (black). (c) The fitted spline curve was then
used to calculate numerically the biaxial strain εcontinuum using continuum elasticity
theory, and compared to the simulated value (averaged over the circumferential di-
rection) εsimulated. (d) Calculated biaxial-strain values from continuum elasticity for
the experimental 40-nm donut geometry (using spline fit of the AFM line profile in
SI). (e) Bandgap shift due to the calculated values (in black) of bi-axial strain in (d),
and compared to the experimental values (in red) for the 40-nm donut geometry.
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6.3. INVESTIGATION OF THE ASYMMETRY IN STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
DURING CONFORMAL GROWTH OVER THE DONUT

shown, where the (gray) scatter profile is obtained by first averaging the atomic
positions of sulphur onto the Mo-plane, and then plotting only the radial components
of the coordinates. A spline curve was used to fit this profile (black curve) and the
free energy was minimized as a function of the elastic stresses, to obtain the strain
tensor, from which the biaxial strain was extracted as εcontinuum (shear strain is zero
due to radial symmetry). As seen from Figure 6.2c, this value compares very well with
the simulated values. It should be noted that perfect agreement can only be expected
when the feature size of the donut is much larger than the thickness of the flake, since
then the contributions from the elastic energy due to bending can be neglected.[167]

The continuum elasticity model described in equation 6.1 can then be directly
applied to the experimental geometry of the substrate as is shown in Figure 6.2d, and
accordingly the strain distribution is calculated for the 40-nm donut geometry. The
bandgap shift induced by these strain levels are also shown in Figure 6.2e. Results
obtained from theory show excellent quantitative agreement with the measured values
of the band-gap shift. The central region shows a variation in the band-gap from -
50 meV to -230 meV which is similar to experimental observations in Figure 6.1d
which also shows a variation from -25 meV to -150 meV. In addition, the results
for 20-nm donut are also calculated (in SI) and show similar values (experimental in
parenthesis): center -18(-30) meV, edge:-7(-18) meV and outside:0(0) meV. We also
calculated strain values for the 180-nm donut, and found: center 17%, edge: 5% and
outside: 0%, which is clearly much higher than the breaking strain of WS2 (≃ 7% for
MoS2[183]), and thus it ruptures and forms grain boundaries.

6.3 Investigation of the asymmetry in strain dis-

tribution during conformal growth over the

donut

In Figure 6.1d, one mysterious observation was the asymmetric distribution of strain
outside the donut geometry, for example at spots A and D where the strain was
observed to change sign from compressive to tensile. To investigate this asymmetry,
the growth process was mimiced using atomistic simulations.

The actual growth process can be quite complicated to simulate as it involves
several considerations like diffusion of adatoms, step nucleation, growth kinetics, etc.
A simplified model was therefore adopted which involved progressing the edge one
step at a time, by adding an entire row of atoms, and then relaxing them on the
substrate with the donut geometry. The important factors that cause the asymmetry
are (1) the friction between the flake and the substrate, and (2) the size of the flake
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Figure 6.3: (a,b) Side- and top-view of the substrate modeled as particles in a tri-
angular lattice conformed to a donut geometry, with h ≃ 8Å, r

inner
≃ 70Å and

router ≃ 100Å. (c,d) MoS2 flake on the substrate, yellow atoms are S and green are
Mo. (e,f) The same atoms color-coded by the level of biaxial strain ε.

with respect to the lateral dimensions of the donut (its radius). Both these factors
limit the mobility of the atoms on the substrate, and therefore will not let the strain
to redistribute throughout the flake. In the simulations, the model of a large flake
approaching a donut was considered by imposing constraints on the non-growing edges
in the direction perpendicular to the growth direction.

The atomistic setup is shown in Figure 6.3. To calculate the in-plane strain the
MoS2 flake was first transformed into a honeycomb lattice by averaging the positions
of the S atoms (yellow) onto the Mo (green) atomic plane. The strain was then
calculated by measuring the displacement of each atom with respect to a flake that
was grown on a flat substrate.

In Figure 6.4, an MoS2 flake at different stages of growth is shown, characterized
by the number of rows added (nrow) and relaxed on the substrate. The asymmetry in
the strain distribution is clearly observed in these simulations, and by their careful
observation, an explanation for its origin is deduced.

A growing edge is a free boundary, and thus has zero normal stresses, which
indicates that stresses on a growing edge should be uniaxial and along the edge
length (which is the x-direction). Therefore the strain component in the x direction
is also shown in Figure 6.4, and can further explain the strain distribution.

Initially, when the edge grows on the flat surface, the stresses in either direction
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Figure 6.4: Snapshots from the atomistic simulation of the growth of a MoS2 flake
over a donut-shaped substrate, color-coded by the level of the biaxial strain ε (top
row), uniaxial (εxx) strain (middle row) and atomic shift in x-direction (xshift in Å)
(bottom row). Each column represents different stages of growth and is characterized
by nrow which tracks the growth progress by counting the total number of atomic
rows added.
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remain essentially zero (until nrow = 35) and the material does not accumulate strain.
As the edge approaches the donut, it gets displaced out-of-plane (z-direction), which
leads to its stretching as seen in the snapshot corresponding to εxx for nrow = 46.
When the edge has covered half of the donut (nrow = 77), it is strained the most at
the diameter of the donut, since the out-of-plane displacement is maximum at the
diameter. After this, the out-of-plane displacement decreases, but contrary to expec-
tation, the strain distribution along the edge does not undergo a uniform decrease
in magnitude. Instead it is observed that the portion of the edge inside the donut
becomes compressed, while the portions which are outside the donut become more
stretched (nrow = 106). This trend continues even as the edge continues growing
outside the donut, and completely covers it at (nrow = 144).

The latter behavior of the strain distribution can be understood from the bottom
panel of Figure 6.4. In this panel, the changes in the x-position (or xshift, essentially
an atomic displacement) of a few columns of atoms from an ideal straight line which
should be their expected growth trajectory on a flat surface is marked by color-
coding. A positive xshift is marked red, and a negative xshift blue. In the first two
cases ( nrow = 35, 46), the vertical lines are almost completely white in color (except
as it enters the donut), indicating no major xshift, which is consistent with negligible
strain in these cases. When the donut is halfway covered, all edge atoms experience
xshift towards the periphery of the donut (as seen from yellow arrows). Therefore a
segregation of the edge into three segments occurs: two outside and one inside the
donut. The segments outside the donut continue to experience xshift towards the
periphery of the donut and, as a result, the outside segments keep stretching. The
inside segment, however, experiences a decrease in the magnitude of the xshift as it
shrinks in size to zero, and the shifts from the outer segments create compressive
strain in the central region (see yellow arrows). The continuation of these shift values
outside the donut is thus observed and can be attributed to the friction between the
substrate and the flake atoms. If there were no friction with the substrate, then this
segregation of edge into three segment should not be expected and no asymmetry in
the strain distribution before and after covering the donut would be observed.
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Chapter 7

Growth of Large Monocrystals by
Evolutionary Selection

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the work published in [5]. Additionally,
some portions of the chapter will soon be submitted for publication.

7.1 Road to CVDGrowth of Large Monocrystalline

2D Materials

Scalable growth of perfectly crystalline solids has been a central focus in the field
of materials science due to their structure-property correlation. A prime example
of this is the technology advancements to grow monocrystalline Si, which has led to
the omnipresence of Si-based devices and has revolutionized the digital age. In fact,
a direct consequence of this capability, has now made it possible to have recently
redefine the SI base unit of mass, the kilogram, by manufacturing a sphere of perfectly
monocrystalline Si with a fixed diameter (∼ 93.6 mm) to count its total atoms and
fix the value of the Avogadro’s constant[184, 185].

Among the many theoretical advancements put forth by Gibbs, Wulff and oth-
ers,[186–188] the seminal work by Burton, Cabrera and Frank on the atomistic theory
of growth of crystals,[189–191] has established that crystals primarily grow by the step
and kink flow processes. Here a growing crystal assumes a faceted shape, where new
steps/kinks nucleate and propagate across the entire facet. However, in 3D growth
the crystals may completely avoid this frequent step-nucleation routine by supporting
defects such as screw dislocations, which have a permanent step that can propagate
indefinitely, and enable continuous growth, as was later justified by experimental ob-
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servations of crystal growth rates.[192] However, this suggests that growth of perfect
3D crystals, without grain-boundaries or dislocations is extremely difficult and may
even be impossible.

In 2D materials, screw dislocations are impossible, and thus 2D crystals must grow
solely by the step/kink flow process and may potentially grow to large sizes. In fact,
the past decade has witnessed a major research undertaking to grow single crystal
graphene to macro-dimensions[193–198], showcasing that growth, predominantly by
the chemical vapor deposition method, is the only reliable way of obtaining large single
crystals of any 2D material. Other popular methods like mechanical exfoliation, or
“the scotch-tape-method”, rely on the crystallinity of the bulk counterparts and can
only generate flakes of sizes below 1 mm.[199]

Earlier work from our group, especially by Artyukhov et al.,[200] applied the
atomistic theory of growth to 2D materials, establishing the nanoreactor model for
graphene growth which explores the energy landscape of a carbon atom as it trav-
els from the initial (precursor) state to the final (graphene) monolayer. It has since
been demonstrated that this model applies equally well to other 2D materials like
GaSe,[201] MoS2,[202] etc. Despite this the experimental realization of the growing
large perfect crystals remained a challenge and can be attributed to the various forms
of complexity associated with the CVD process such as the choice of precursor ma-
terials, choice of background gases, growth temperature, chamber pressure, choice of
the substrate, crystallinity of the substrate, and many more factors.

To achieve large-scale monocrystallinity in 2D materials, two important strategies
can be identified: (1) seamless stitching of self-aligned nuclei and (2) nucleation lim-
ited to a single-nucleus. The first strategy can be realized experimentally, by epitaxial
growth on a single crystalline substrate, as was done for graphene by Xu et al. in
2017[203]. However, ensuring the monocrytallinity of the substrate is difficult and
can be expensive. Moreover, growth of low symmetry materials such as h-BN may
be even harder since epitaxial growth on a close packed plane of the substrate should
always result in nucleation of oppositely oriented grains, as has been witnessed in
many experimental studies.[204] Meanwhile, the second strategy was also realized ex-
perimentally by localized deposition of the precursor using a nozzle by Wu et al.[205]
However, this only enabled them to achieve monocrystalline flake sizes of a few inches.

Building upon the latter method, our experimental collaborators were able to
develop the advancing local control CVD technique (ALC CVD), to achieve roll-to-
roll synthesis of monocrystalline graphene.[5] The key modifications they introduced
to the conventional CVD method were: (1) use of a nozzle to feed the precursor gases,
(2) introduction of background gases as a wind (with a given linear velocity), and (3)
translation of the substrate to enable steady growth. As a consequence of these
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modifications, although the initial nucleation event led to a polycrystalline growth
front, due to the mechanism of evolutionary selection the growth front transitioned
into a monocrystal. In what follows, a deeper understanding about the evolutionary
selection mechanism is developed and the necessary conditions for its occurrence is
investigated.

7.2 Natural Origin of Evolutionary Selection Growth

“Evolutionary selection” was first proposed in 1966-1967 by van der Drift as the
governing principle in the selection of certain grain orientations during the vertical
growth of 3D polycrystalline thin films as depicted in Figure 7.1a.[206] This can be
further understood by considering the rate limiting step of crystal growth as the rate of
attachment of new adatoms to its interface. This is known as the interface-kinetics-
controlled growth (with vgrowth ∝ kgrowth), and differs significantly from diffusion
limited growth (dendrites), always guaranteed by maintaining relatively high local
supersaturation of precursors. In Figure 7.1b, a schematic of the anisotropic growth
rate kgrowth (θ, ϕ) profile is plotted in spherical polar coordinates of an arbitrary 3D
crystal assuming an icosahedral symmetry. The kinetic Wulff construction of this plot
is shown in Figure 7.1c, where the position of sharp cusps in the growth rate profile
adequately determines the position of the facets in the kinetic shape and is isomorphic
to a regular icosahedron. Furthermore, these icosahedron may undergo 3D rotation,
and can be oriented in a random direction relative to the reference coordinate system.
Thus, its 3D orientation can be characterized by defining Euler angles (θ, ϕ, ψ). In
Figure 7.1d, these Euler angles have been defined as per the following sequence of
rotations: ϕ radians about the Z axis, followed by θ radians about the new Y axis,
and finally, ψ radians about the new Z axis. This enables one to consider an ensemble
of randomly oriented nuclei on a flat substrate as shown in Figure 7.1e.

In Figure 7.1e the growth of these nuclei is observed to have an initial anisotropic
nature, maintaining their kinetic shape, until they all coalesce and form a polycrys-
talline growth front in Figure 7.1f. As the growth progresses further, the number of
crystalline domains is observed to decrease Figure 7.1g,h due to their mutual com-
petition with the neighboring grains for survival and resulting in their self-selection.
Van der Drift made the astute observation that for crystals which are closely aligned
with the film growth direction (vertical), the survival probability is always much
higher.[206] Within our definition of 3D orientation, this means that crystals with
θ = min(θ) ≃ 0, should have a competitive advantage, and should emerge as the
only survivors at the end. This criterion can be understood by the fact that vertices
always move faster than edges and faces of an regular polyhedron when it is scaled
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Figure 7.1: (a) van der Drift’s 1967 model for the evolutionary selection growth,
proposing the mechanism among crystalline domains of diamond thin films.[206] (b)
3D growth rate profile of a hypothetical crystal with icosahedral symmetry. (c) 3D
kinetic Wulff construction, to obtain the shape of the growing seed. (d) The 3D
orientation of these seeds represented by the Euler angles (θ, ϕ, ψ). (e-h) Schematics
of randomly oriented seeds upon nucleation growing to first form a growth front,
where neighboring crystalline domains compete. Due to the evolutionary selection
mechanism, the winning orientation is obtained as θ = min(θ).
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uniformly, and may be called “a geometric acceleration”. Thus “on a level playing
field”, if all the grains were initially at the same height, then crystal domains with
vertices pointing towards the growth direction shall always remain above all the other
crystalline domains, as can be seen in Figure 7.1h, for the two grains at t=1000 units
(notice that their arrows are almost vertical). This mechanism is thus aptly termed
as the evolutionary selection mechanism, with the moto of “survival of the fastest”
orientation.[206]

The natural occurrence of the evolutionary selection mechanism in 3D growth can
be explained by two crucial reasons. First, the growth of a 3D film is naturally unidi-
rectional (normal to the substrate). This is obviously important, since the selection
principle relies on the close alignment of the fastest growth direction of a single grain
with the film growth direction. Second, growth of the film is not interrupted by addi-
tional nucleation events. In other words, the population of the grains at the beginning
of the growth never increases, and thus no new competitors emerge. This also means
that the result of the competition, which in this case is the final orientation of the
film, is pre-determined, and only needs to run its course to reveal itself. As we will
show next, both these conditions do not hold true for the case of 2D crystal growth
during conventional CVD growth.

7.3 Controllable Evolutionary Selection for 2D Syn-

thesis and its Experimental Realization

In Figure 7.2a,b, we first demonstrate that 2D crystals also exhibits a kinetic shape
of an n-sided regular polygon, where n indicates the order of its rotational symmetry,
that may also have random orientations. During conventional CVD, gaseous precur-
sors are homogeneously distributed in the reaction chamber. This leads to uniformly
dispersed nucleation of 2D seeds over the entire substrate. Furthermore, nucleation
of grains occurs continuously in time. Thus, growth of these domains occurs in all
directions, and is frequently interrupted by secondary nucleation events, thereby vio-
lating both the conditions for the natural occurrence of evolutionary selection. As a
result, a polycrystalline monolayer is always obtained as shown in Figure 7.2c.

Evolutionary selection can be made to occur in the context of 2D growth by em-
ploying the ALC CVD method. One can easily see that by localizing the deposition
region using a feeding nozzle (together with a background “wind”), subsequent nu-
cleation events can be eliminated, and by translating the substrate under the feeding
nozzle in a chosen direction, unidirectional growth can be achieved, thereby satisfying
both the important conditions. This leads to the situation depicted in Figure 7.2d,
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Figure 7.2: (a) Growth rate profile and kinetic Wulff construction for a 2D crystal
(graphene) (b) Color-coded 2D crystal orientation. (c) Situation of nucleation and
growth in a conventional CVD setup. (d) Restricting the nucleation to occur along a
line (by using a nozzle) and translating the substrate at a steady speed results in the
conditions favorable for evolutionary selection growth.
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where a polycrystalline growth front “evolves” into a monocrystalline domain.

Our experimental collaborators successfully employed this method into the CVD
growth of graphene on a polycrystalline copper foil as shown in Figure 7.3a, with
methane CH4 as the primary feedstock that is fed to a moving substrate through a
nozzle. They demonstrated experimentally the difference made by substrate trans-
lation as depicted schematically in Figure 7.3b, which is similar to the results of
Figure 7.2c,d. The suppression of the secondary nucleation, which may occur after
the growth front is fully developed was suppressed by introducing a “wind” of back-
ground gases predominantly composed of H2 and Ar. It was realized that as the wind
speed is increased from 8 cm/s up to 56 cm/s, there was a significant drop in the
rate of secondary nucleation (Figure 7.3c). Using this technique, a graphene sheet of
macroscopic length (≃ 20 cm) was grown, and to characterize its crystallinity, hydro-
gen hole etching was used. It is shown in Figure 7.3d that when graphene is exposed
to hydrogen gas, hexagonal shaped holes are etched into it.[207] These holes have
zigzag edges, and thus their orientation is an indicator of the overall local crystal
orientation as shown from the histograms in Figure 7.3d. A monocrystalline sam-
ple should only have three sharp-peaks in the histograms, whereas a polycrystal will
have several sets of the same three peaks. Using this technique, it was demonstrated
that throughout the entire length of the grown graphene sheet, only three peaks were
visible, establishing the sheet to be a single crystal.

7.4 Optimization of Evolutionary Selection Growth

Conditions

So far, we have described the qualitative aspects of realizing evolutionary selection
in 2D growth. Moving forward, we would like to establish clear criterion where the
existence of evolutionary selection mechanism can not-only be quantified but-also
optimized to maximize the monolayer growth rate. This requires us to consider the
concentration of the adatoms on the substrate, which eventually controls the rates
of nucleation and growth on the substrate. By establishing simple mathematical
models to account for the different processes influencing the adatom concentration c
on the substrate, we can define some control parameters of the CVD setup such as
the precursor pressure P , temperature T , localization width W , and the substrate
translation velocity V . Physiochemically, the adatom concentration is controlled by
their adsorption to the substrate, the desorption from the substrate, and the diffusion
on the substrate. The balance between the rates of these processes controls the time
evolution of the adatom concentration as described in Equation 7.1. Here D is the
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Figure 7.3: (a) Schematic and photograph of the ALC CVD setup. (b) Schematic
of the localized deposition and substrate translation. (c) Suppression of secondary
nucleation through background wind of H2 and Ar gases with speeds varied from 8
to 56 cm/s. (d) Characterization of the crystallinity of the grown graphene film by
the hole etching technique.
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diffusion coefficient, kdes is the rate of desorption and kads is the rate of adsorption.

∂c

∂t
= D

∂2c

∂x2
− kdesc+ kadsP (7.1)

Equation 7.1 can be solved analytically after introducing the features of the ALC
CVD method, i.e., substrate translation (V ) and feedstock localization (W ). To do
that, we first define two frames of references, for reasons that shall soon become clear.
The first frame of reference has the substrate fixed, and the nozzle moves forward and
is called the “static frame of reference”. In the second frame the nozzle is fixed, and
the substrate moves backwards and is called the “dynamic frame of reference”. This
nomenclature is adopted to reflect the nature of quantities that shall be measured in
these frames of references.

In the static frame of reference, the adatom concentration varies with time and
has no non-trivial steady-state solution, since after a long time, when the nozzle is far
away the concentration will drop to zero. However, in the dynamic frame of reference,
right underneath the nozzle the conditions can be expected to remain stationary, and
hence the dynamic adatom concentration can exhibit a steady value, as illustrated
in Figure 7.4. Thus, Equation 7.1 needs to be transformed from the static reference
frame to the dynamic reference frame. This is achieved by introducing a coordinate
transformation: X = x− V t, where V is the steady speed of the moving substrate, x
is the stationary coordinate and X is the dynamic coordinate. We define the origin
of the two frames to coincide at t = 0 and is always located at the tip of the nozzle
X = 0.

For the precursor being fed through a nozzle in the reaction chamber, we can
assume steady flow conditions, and further approximate the dynamic pressure distri-
bution under the nozzle as a Gaussian function, such that

P (X) = P0e
−(X/2W )2 ,

where P0 is the peak pressure, as shown in Figure 7.4b,c. Here, the localization width
W is also a measure of the width of the gaussian profile. With these key changes,
the transformed steady-state equation is provided in Equation 7.2. Here the primes
(′) indicate derivative with respect to X.

Dc′′(X) + V c′(X)− kdesc(X) + kadsP (X) = 0 (7.2)

Note that the specific form of P (X) is not particularly important and can be
chosen arbitrarily depending on the experimental conditions. In fact, as a connection
to our previous work, we believe that introduction of the background wind served
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Figure 7.4: (a) Schematic of the ALC CVD setup. (b-c) Cases 1 and 2 of the bare
substrate and substrate with growth front, respectively with plots depicting feedstock
pressure, adatom concentation and nucleation rate. (d) Phase diagram for the growth
stability. (e) Simulations depiciting the conditions for the nucleation and growth
morphology at different V for a given P0 andW . The inset depicts the shape evolution
of a growing grain under a moving concentration gradient.
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to distort the otherwise symmetric profile of the precursor envelope. Although it is
difficult to model the effects of the “wind” precisely, without a detailed inclusion of
fluid flow characteristics, in principle, any modification to the precursor profile can
be adapted in the form of P (X). In Supplementary Information of the manuscript,
we provide the complete derivation of the solution to Equation 7.2 using the Green’s
function method for arbitrary form of P (X), but to keep the analysis simple and
tractable we stick to the Gaussian form of the precursor profile in this work.

In Figure 7.4, we analyze the influence of the three important control parameters
P0, W and V on the adatom concentration profile. From the literature on impinging
jets in a quiescent stream, where the impinging jet would be the precursor gas mixture,
and quiescent stream is the mixture of background gases, it appears that the opening
angle of the impinging jet is regarded as a universal constant ( 24°).[208] In this
case the localization width W is only controlled by controlling the vertical distance
between the nozzle and the substrate, which may also then cause the peak pressure
P0 to change. Thus, although W and P0 may not be strictly independent, in this
work we treat them independently.

Equation 7.2 requires two boundary conditions to have a unique solution. In
the first case (Case 1), we consider that the boundaries are infinitely far away (at
X = ±∞), which is justified for L ≫ W , where L is the length of the substrate.
The dynamic concentration profile in this case would account for the exposure of a
bare substrate to the jet of precursor gas. By bare substrate, we mean that it has no
entities that may absorb adatoms (negative concentration flux), or in other words,
no nucleated seeds or growth fronts. This case then informs us about the trends in
adatom concentration as a function of substrate translation velocity V . For a fixed
set of P0 and W , Figure 7.4b depict these trends of the dynamic concentration profile
c1(X). The dynamic concentration profile can then be used to estimate the dynamic
nucleation rate J1(X) (also plotted separately in Figure 7.4b) which is defined as
the number of nuclei per unit area per unit time in the dynamic reference frame.
We refrain from writing the explicit forms of c1(X) and J1(X), here as they are quite
complicated, and not necessary for further clarity. Physically, the dynamic nucleation
rate is not very meaningful or intuitive and needs to be converted back to the static
reference frame J1(x, t) = J1(X), where it represents the change in the nucleation
rate spatially and temporally on the substrate.

In the second case (Case 2), the dynamic concentration profile c2(X) due to the
presence of a growth front in the vicinity of the nozzle is investigated in Figure 7.4c.
We thus replace our left boundary with a growth front at X = X0 and with dynamic
growth velocity V0 =

dX0

dt
in the dynamic reference frame. The growth velocity in the

static reference frame is thus v = V + V0. The left boundary in this case behaves as
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an absorber of the adatom concentration and thus the diffusion flux can be balanced
with the amount of material absorbed as

D
dc2
dX

∣∣∣∣
X=X0

= v(csolid − c2(X0)),

where csolid is the concentration (density) of the solid monolayer (Fick’s first law).
We can treat X0 and V0 as the “response parameters” for Case II.

It is interesting to note that with this definition of the left boundary condition,
the feedstock profile P (X) is truncated at X = X0, such that adatoms are only
adsorbed in the domain [X0,∞). This can be physically justified by considering that
the precursor molecules falling on top of the monolayer do not adhere to it or diffuse
on it.

For steady state solutions of Case 2, clearly the growth velocity should exactly
match the substrate translation speed (i.e., v = V or V0 = 0). In Figure 7.4d,
the dynamic growth velocity V0 = v − V is plotted as a function of X0, and it can
be observed that for V0 = 0, there are two possibilities for X0, corresponding to
the solution for the unstable and the stable steady-state equilibrium. In fact, as a
consequence of this stability, the entire domain of X0 can be divided into 3 regions
labeled as regions I, II and III.

When the growth front is present in region I, the growth velocity v is lower than
substrate translation velocity V , and thus growth front continues to slow down, and
eventually stops growing. In this situation the nozzle outruns the growth front. On
the contrary, if the growth front is located in either of regions II or III, the growth front
accelerates towards and asymptotically approaches Xstable

0 . Thus, any perturbation
from Xstable

0 is deemed to be stable, while from Xunstable
0 unstable (hence the labels).

Another important observation that can be made is that the dynamic growth velocity
demonstrates an upper bound (V max

0 ), which also directly implies an upper bound on
the growth velocity vmax and is completely determined by the control parameters P0,
W and V . It is possible that by keeping P0 and W fixed, and simply increasing
the substrate translation velocity, we may eventually exceed this upper bound, (V >
vmax). In that case there will not be any steady-state solutions to the position of the
growth front and steady growth will be unachievable.

Thus far, and further in this work, we limit the spatial variation of the pressure
distribution in the x direction only and assume that it remains uniform in the y
direction. We also neglect any anomalous boundary effects that might arise at the
edges of the substrate, located at y = B/2, where B is the breadth of the substrate.
Therefore, we can assert that the differences between the concentration profiles of
cases 1 and 2, are primarily due to the truncation of the precursor profile. Armed
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with these analytical solutions, we may now combine both cases and construct a
model to simulate the effect of nucleation and growth phenomenon.

However, any further progress requires us to make some simplifying assump-
tions/approximations as we attempt to employ the one-dimensional growth model
to describe the growth of a 2D polycrystalline monolayer. As a first approximation,
we can characterize the growth front as discontinuous in the y-direction, when it is
comprised of several disconnected nuclei, and consequently its cumulative concentra-
tion profile should lie somewhere in between c1(X) and c2(X). We can thus treat
the concentration profile at y as either of the form c2(X) or c1(X), depending on
whether a seed is present at y or not, respectively. The second assumption consid-
ers the growth shape of seeds in a unidirectional advancing concentration gradient.
Usually if a seed is kept in a uniform concentration field, its growth is characterized
by uniform scaling in all directions, which means that its growth rates in the x and y
direction are linearly proportional. However, when these seeds are kept in an advanc-
ing concentration field, their growth can be modeled by a triangular shape where the
growth of the base and the altitude are linearly related, as deduced from the results
in Figure 7.4 (inset). This fact is independent of the crystal symmetry and should be
universally true.

From the simulations depicted in Figure 7.4e, the definitions of primary and sec-
ondary nucleation events become immediately clear. Primary nucleation is defined
as the cummulative nucleation of all the seeds before they grow and form a contin-
uous growth front (that covers the entire width of the substrate). Any subsequent
nucleation events, thus, shall constitute secondary nucleation. In Figure 7.4e, we
show the grain growth morphology for the different choices of substrate translation
velocity V , while keeping P0 and W fixed. It is abundantly clear that for nearly
extremely low translation velocity, the steady growth rate will always be just as low,
and evolutionary selection is always ensured.

As shown in Figure 7.4e, we demonstrate how substrate translation speed influ-
ences the primary nucleation, secondary nucleation, and growth of individual seeds.
It is important to note here that this analysis only depicts how nucleation and growth
phenomenon interchange precedence, but not about which grains get selected due to
evolutionary selection. Thus, we obtain the nucleation density and frequency from
these simulations and incorporate it in our interface-tracking simulation model. With
the help of interface tracking simulations, we can capture the process of evolutionary
selection growth with correct nucleation density and frequency information. It is yet
to be seen how well do the predicted grain morphology obtained from these simula-
tions compare with experimental results, since this is a recently developed and a new
area of research
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Figure 7.5: (a) Schematic and photograph of the ALC CVD setup. (b) Schematic
of the localized deposition and substrate translation. (c) Suppression of secondary
nucleation through background wind of H2 and Ar gases with speeds varied from 8
to 56 cm/s. (d) Characterization of the crystallinity of the grown graphene film by
the hole etching technique.

7.5 Nuances of Evolutionary Selection Mechanism

In the final part of this work, we describe the timescale for the transition of an
initially polycrystalline sample to a monocrystalline domain. This can be addressed
if we first define the precision with which we can establish the monocrystallinity of
a monolayer. Currently, using experimental techniques, we are able to use the hole
etching technique, which can only detect misorientations exceeding 1◦. As described in
Figure 7.5a, for very low tilt angle grain boundaries, the misorientation is determined
by the distance between two edge dislocations. However, the lattice between these
dislocations is pristine, and thus, if the dislocations are too far apart, our ability to
detect this misorientation may not be precise. So we can come up with a criteria to
establish a minimum misorientation angle ∆θ, below which we cannot reliably detect
misorientation. Using this criterion, we can now discretize the orientation of the grain
into chunks of ∆θ. Thus, the possible orientations of an n-fold crystal are countable.
This means that if the total population of the grains is much larger than possible
orientations, then by the pigeon hole principle, we can be sure that each possible
orientation must be present in the ensemble. In Figure 7.5b we thus show how two
grains can compete and dominate each other.
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An essential part of the evolutionary selection mechanism is the mutual compe-
tition between the neighboring grains to outrun all their neighboring grains. Thus,
given an ensemble of randomly oriented grains, and ensuring that no additional nu-
cleation occurs, can the orientation of the final grain be predicted, and in what time
does such a transition occur? The answer to the first question can be addressed
from intuition, that the grain which is more closely aligned with the growth direction
should be the winner. In-fact, one can do a careful geometrical analysis, to derive
the time it takes for one grain to dominate the second grain in its vicinity. Until the
time when experimental precision to detect misorientation below 1◦ can be perfected,
let us consider the monocrystallinity to be achieved when the misorientation is near
1◦. With this consideration, we can now determine the timescale in which two neigh-
boring grains compete to produce a winner. In Figure 7.5b, we provide a 2D plot of
this timescale, with red or blue shaded regions indicating if the winner is the right or
the left grain, respectively. Further, the regions are colored as strips, which indicate
contours of a particular time step.

Evolutionary selection can be viewed as hierarchy of competitions, in which the
bottom level has the initial ensemble of randomly oriented grains. At each node of the
hierarchy, a pair of immediate neighbors compete and one of them gets eliminated.
This “tree” of competitors eventually ends up at the top level with a single winner,
which then becomes the dominant grain. In Figure 7.5c, we showcase the situation
that sometimes if the outcome of the competition of three grains is to completely
encapsulate the middle grain, then its presence or absence doesn’t affect the final
grain boundary, or the total time of growth. This is useful to simplify the analysis of
evolutionary selection mechanism.

Lastly, we also postulate the “corner filling mechanism” which is also observed in
experiments[207], where two grains of identical orientation when coalesce, all their
concave corners during growth may undergo a transition in their edge configuration,
locally changing their kinetic shape, and eventualy emerging with a single apex as
depicted in Figure 7.5d.

7.6 Conclusions

Recent achievement in growing large graphene films which are not only monocrystals
but also display selective crystallographic orientation. We focus on the different
fundamental factors in play of essentially “pure” crystalline nanomaterial synthesis.
We discussed the theoretical origins and quantitative kinetics underlying the success
with monocrystalline graphene films, obtained by CVD without substrate epitaxy
but instead by guiding the distribution of feedstock or imposing other condition-
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gradients. Deeper exploration of the “evolutionary selection” concept and how it
operates in 2D was discussed. The grains forming a polycrystalline front compete to
survive and only the ones that have the fastest propagation vector aligned with the
growth direction eventually dominate, becoming the monocrystalline growth front. It
is particularly important for possible extension to other, non-graphene, materials of
lower symmetries.
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